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         Members of Northern Land Council burning copies of the NT Government Working Futures policy
         North East Arnhem Land, source: abc online Friday 12th June

In recent months, the NT and Federal 
Governments have introduced new 
major policies alongside the ongoing 
“emergency response” legislation, a 
“second wave” of the colonial North-
ern Territory Intervention. Despite 
criticism and condemnation from vari-
ous Indigenous groups, communities 
and organisations, as well as human 
rights groups and other supporters, the 
assimilationist agenda of the Interven-
tion and related policies continues to 
be rolled out and strengthened. This 
attack on Indigenous communities and 
denial of Indigenous self-determina-
tion is an aggressive, racist and dis-
gusting continuation of the colonising 
activities that have been ongoing for 
the last 230 years.

A Second Invasion 
On May 20, the NT Government an-
nounced their new outstations policy, 
falling into line with Federal govern-
ment rhetoric about community viabili-
ty, announcing that substantial services 
will only be provided to communities 
deemed “economically viable”. Under 
the new policy, funding for essential 
services will be capped on outstations/
homelands at the current rate of $36.5 
million a year. This means that no new 
houses will be built on homelands, and 
no new homelands will be created. It 
has also changed the definition of ‘out-
station’ to qualify for funding, stating 
that outstations must be occupied for 
8 months of the year – a requirement 
that residents say is hard to fulfil, given 
the need to travel to towns for work, 
education, health services, given the 
lack of services for homelands, and to 
visit family. 

The policy is part of the new “Territory 
growth towns” model, which priori-
ties only 20 communities in the NT for 
funding for essential services, starving 
funding from most of the 580 Indig-
enous communities and homelands 
in the Territory. This policy is like a re-
missionisation of Indigenous peoples, 
aiming to force, coerce or blackmail 
people into relocating to these 20 
“hub towns”, to remain controlled by 
government administrators currently 
known as “government business man-
agers”.

In order to qualify for funding, these 
20 commnunities are being made to 
lease their land back to the govern-
ment for between 40 and 99 years. If 
communities do not relinquish control 
over their land, they will be denied 
any funding for housing or essential 
services. 

The policy has faced extensive criticism 
from all sectors of the community, es-
pecially in the face of medical evidence 
of the health benefits for Indigenous 
people living on their homelands.  A 
report released by the Menzies School 
of Health in Darwin found that people 
living on their homelands having lower 
obesity rates, diabetes and heart prob-
lems, are less likely to have drug and 
alcohol problems and in fact because 
of the semi-subsistent living get more 
exercise then those in the communi-
ties.

Land councils and communities are 
also confused as to why certain com-
munities have been chosen over others 
– why, for instance, no communities 
south or east of Alice Springs have 
been selected. As Yananymul Munung-
gurr, from the Laynhaupy Homelands 
Assocation, said  in a media release 
on the 21st May: “We heard the Chief 
Minister Paul Henderson (on ABC Ra-
dio 105.7 Drive 20.5.09) say these 20 
towns they’ve selected are the biggest 
in the NT. But that’s not true. Their 
own information says so. According 
to the NTG Bush Telegraph website, 
Beswick (Wugularr) community has an 
estimated population of 450 compared 
to Papunya with an estimated 342 peo-
ple.” (Papunya is one of the 20 com-
munities, but Beswick is not.) It seems 
that many of the communities selected 
as “hub” communities are those with 

potential funding sources outside the 
government, predominantly in the 
form of mining royalties. 

This highlights the relationship be-
tween the Intervention’s land grab and 
the colonial government’s desire for 
increased access to Indigenous land for 
mineral and resource exploitation.

Communities are also angered at the 
lack of consultation the Government 
has done in deciding to defund these 
homelands/outstations. In October last 
year when the NT Government an-
nounced that there would be changes 
to the funding of outstations they 
announced two rounds of consulta-
tions. The first in December which 
was chaired by Patrick Dodson in 12 
sessions and a second round of con-
sultation to take place in the period of 
March-June 2009 that would look at 
the economics of funding/defunding 
homelands and weigh them up.

As Patrick Dodson wrote in his report: 
“it is important to quantify what costs 
may be incurred by not investing in 
homelands. For example, loss of po-
tential income from arts and tourism 
industries; loss of health and wellbe-
ing; increased human services and 
infrastructure costs.” 

And yet the NT Government decided 
against carrying out these further cost-
ing instead arrogantly announcing the 
policy without informing the communi-
ties that this second round of consulta-
tion would not be taking place. As a 
result of this Marion Scrymgour quit 
from the NT Government and became 
an Independent. Since Scrymgour 
resigniation the NT government has 
announced it will visit a few communi-
ties but this feels more like saving face 
then geniune consultations.

It is not only remote communities and 
outstations that are being targeted as 
part of the government’s paternalistic 
attack. On Sunday, May 24, Indigenous 
Affairs Minister Jenny Macklin an-
nounced the permanent acquisition of 
Alice Springs town camps, after Tan-
gentyere Council, the Indigenous body 
responsible for administration and 

management of the camps, refused to 
sign a lease deal in exchange for hous-
ing and infrastructure. 

Tangentyere is comprised of represen-
tatives elected by the residents of each 
camp. The organisation was created 
during Indigenous residents’ long 
struggle for “special purpose leases in 
perpetuity” over the land they were 
forced to squat on the fringes of Alice 
Springs. They have built 200 houses 
and 70 tin sheds for the 2000-3000 
people who live on the camps. Tan-
gentyere provides the camp’s social 
services, including kids activities, rub-
bish collection, night patrol, and the 
delivery of water-drums to camps still 
refused access to running water. De-
spite bearing responsibility for services 
usually provided by government, the 
Council is hugely underfunded. Recent 
funding cuts include the defunding of 
Community Development Employment 
Projects and an end to the “return 
to country” program that helped over 
1900 people return home from Alice 
Springs. 

Under the compulsory acquisition, 
Tangentyere is stripped of its manage-
ment role, and all housing stock 
will be controlled by NT Housing. 

William Tilmouth, director of Tan-
gentyere, explained their refusal to 
cede control to CAAMA Radio in Alice 
Springs:“What will happen to people 
living in tin sheds? Those 70 tin sheds 
will be bulldozed and I don’t think 
they’ll be building 70 new houses. NT 
Housing management create a lot of 
homelessness through failed tenan-
cies in urban housing and the people 
always come and live on town camps, 
that’s their fallback position… if you 
get evicted from a town camp the only 
fallback position is cont page 5

“it is important to quantify 
what costs may be incurred by 
not investing in homelands. 
For example, loss of potential 
income from arts and tourism 
industries; loss of health and 
wellbeing; increased human 
services and infrastructure 
costs.”

Homelands underfunding, Town Camp aCquisTion: laTesT nT aboriginal poliCy



ABOUT WAI
In your hands is the third issue of Wai. 
‘Wai’ is a Pitjantjara word that means 
‘hey’ – a name born of the centre, the 
desert, the land and it’s history, and 
most importantly, a name that is about 
shouting out.  It is a free independent 
quarterly newspaper. In a society where 
our access to news and information is 
controlled by corporate interests and 
driven by profit-seeking, we wanted 
to create an alternative source of 
information that anyone can contribute 
to and access.
Wai is an attempt to make alternative, 
anti-capitalist and subversive ideas 
and action more accessible to a wider 
audience, containing information on 
environmental, social justice, human 
rights and social change issues from an 
Australian and regional perspective.
In this issue, articles have been con-
tributed on issues ranging from the 
prison system in Australia, irrigation 
in Tasmania, the expansion of the 
nuclear industry in South Australia and 
the Northern Territory, and the latest 
paternalistic Aboriginal policy in the NT .
The paper is also available online 
to download at waiquarterly.
wordpress.com. Thanks to all those 
who contributed and  assisted in the 
making and printing of Wai in any way.
We are looking for people to contribute 
to the next edition of Wai, to be released 
by the end of September - the more 
people contribute to this paper, the 
more it becomes an independent and 
diverse resource. The deadline for 
articles, photos, news items 
and events listings is 14th 
September. Please email to 
waiquarterly@gmail.com.
We are also looking for people to help 
with fundraising or to make donations 
to cover the cost of printing (roughly 
$1200) to keep this newspaper free. Our 
bank details are:
BSB: 633-000
Account Name: Wai Quarterly
Account Number: 135 225 514

Thanks again, 
the ‘Wai’ team*
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Wai was written in numerous nations across the great land mass that is this continent from Wurundjeri to Gadigal; Arrente to Larrakia; Noongar to Pambalong. 
. We recognise the sovereignty of every Indigenous nation on this continent, acknowledge that sovereignty has never been ceded, and pay our respects to all 

Traditional Owners, past, present and future. We will continue to support Indigenous peoples in their struggle for respect, compensation, self-determination and 
sovereignty.  True justice will only be achieved when we recognise and rectify the injustices to the traditional custodians and the land on which we walk.

*Disclaimer: The editors do not 
necessarily share or agree with the 

opinions expressed in this paper. Noth-
ing within this paper is intended to incite 

illegal activity.
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Intervention misses the mark

A couple of weeks ago an ex-policeman was 
convicted for the possession of child pornogra-
phy in the NT. If only they’d placed those “No 
Alcohol No Pornography” signs on the edges 
of his suburb! Meanwhile, the intervention has 
also created new high paying job positions (of 
course, mostly for white people based in Alice 
Springs or Darwin). Employees not only get a 
giant salary package, but also a brand new gov-
ernment 4WD and a generous travel allowance 
– to travel all around the NT and inspect the 
“No Alcohol, No Pornography” signs erected 
around all remote Indigenous communities and 
town camps. Money well spent, the govern-
ment well on their way to “closing the gap”. 

NT Government creating barriers to sexual 
health services

AMSANT, the NT’s peak Aboriginal health body, 
says that the new Care and Protection of Chil-
dren legislation will prevent young people ac-
cessing health services, resulting in an increase 
in sexually transmitted infections and early 
teenage pregnancies. It will also be a barrier for 
young women accessing antenatal care.  The 
new legislation requires mandatory reporting 
of all sexual activity in people aged under 16 to 
the Department of Health and Families, for pos-
sible subsequent criminal referral to police.
AMSANT says that the legislation will result in 
attention being directed towards consensual 
sexual relationships between teenagers. 

“Australian-wide surveys have consistently 
shown that a significant proportion of young 
people are sexually active under the age of 
16—and they always have been—but that’s 
no reason to involve the police every time. It 
is a concern to AMSANT that too many young 
people are becoming sexually active but this 
problem cannot be dealt with in a legalistic 
way,” says AMSANT Chair, Stephanie Bell.

There have already been cases in which consen-
sual relationships where one partner is 18 or 
19, while the other part is 15 or 16, that have 
attracted police involvement and sometimes 
prosecution. Most notorious is the case in 
which a 21 year old man was chased by police 
leading to his tragic death while police were 
attempting to charge him for his consensual re-
lationship with a 16 year old girl. AMSANT says 
that fear of mandatory reporting and prosecu-
tion will deter teenagers from accessing sexual 
health services.

“Most sexually active young people are in con-
sensual relationships with other teenagers, so 
they need confidential primary health care and 
sexual health services so that they can access 
ante-natal care, counseling, prevention and 
treatment of STIs, and prevent unplanned preg-
nancies. That’s not going to happen if the police 
get involved or if they know that government 
will be notified each time they seek advice.

“Of course it’s crucial that clinicians report 
any young person that may be being sexually 
abused or exploited, but this was already man-
datory for health professionals under the previ-
ous legislation, so why change it now? If there 
is any evidence that some health professionals 
have failed to report suspected sexual abuse 
then they should be prosecuted appropriately. 
Even if this is so, it does not justify breaching 
the confidentiality of all young people in this 
way.” 

Ms Bell says that young people in the NT have 
particularly high rates of STIs and teenage preg-
nancies, partly due to a lack of access to sexual 
health services. She says the NT Government 
has ignored expert public health advice over 
many weeks in proceeding to implement this 
legislation. 

She says that the new NT legislation Care and 
Protection of Children 2007 now requires all 
people to report any person under 16 years 
who is sexually active: “This means that a 15-
year-old girl who comes in with her mother to 
discuss contraception will have to be told by 
her doctor or nurse that the DHF—and possibly 
the police—will be informed that she is sexually 
active.

“In its current form, young people will have no 
confidence that health professionals will re-
spect their confidentiality and they’ll stay away 
from health services in their droves,” Ms 
Bell says. “Instead of enacting legislation that 
will cause harm to many young Territorians, 
the government needs  to adequately resource 
child protection agencies to support primary 
health care staff in responding to child abuse 
under existing guidelines.”

NT intervention ‘causing racism’

A Senate committee hearing on remote In-
digenous communities in April has been told 
the Northern Territory intervention has led to 
increased racism. The committee is inquiring 
into the effectiveness of Government policies, 
including the intervention measures introduced 
in response to a report on child sex abuse. 
Director of the Central Australian Aboriginal 
Congress (CAAC), Stephanie Bell, told the hear-
ing the intervention has led to substantially 
increased racism and was causing a lot of anger 
and hardship for Aboriginal people. 
Betty Carter from the Ti Tree community told 
the hearing it was unfair that pensioners like 
herself, with no dependants and a 30-year work 
history had half of their money quarantined. 
CAAC public health medical officer Dr John 
Boffa said these issues had overshadowed the 
benefits the intervention has brought through 
massive investment in primary health care, 
housing and child protection services.

Confidential intervention documents 
found at NT tip

On April 28, documents revealing confidential 
information on almost 400 people in a remote 
Northern Territory Aboriginal community were 
found at a rubbish tip. The documents show the 
Centrelink account balances of many residents 
of Yuendumu, 293 kilometres north-west of Al-
ice Springs, whose welfare payments have been 
quarantined under the federal indigenous in-
tervention. A Yuendumu resident, Mark Vegera, 
said he found the documents in a plastic bag at 
the tip five kilometres east of the community 
on April 13. He said in a statutory declaration 
the documents include cash register receipts, 
assorted facsimile pages and correspondence 
and daily cash register totals sheets. Also 
included in the papers were loose copies of 
reports with the words “income management, 
end of month reconciliation”, Mr Vegera said. 
Many of the account balances were $0.00.

The discovery is likely to increase tensions in 
the community of about 700 where residents 
whose incomes are quarantined can buy goods 
only in the Nguru-Walalja store, operated by 
Outback Stores, a government-owned but inde-
pendently operated company that has 27 stores 
across Australia. Mr Vegera is the manager of 
a rival store, the Yuendumu Social Club Store, 
which is trying to obtain a licence and approval 
for quarantined payments to be spent there 
after initially rejecting the scheme.

Both Mr Vegera and Bob Gosford, another resi-
dent, said in statutory declarations it appeared 
the documents were from Yuendumu’s Outback 
Store.

UK Social Workers for Indigenous commu-
nities?

A NSW Aboriginal Heritage conference heard 
in May that British social workers are being 
recruited to work in Indigenous communities 
because local women would not agree to take 
children away from their families. The Federal 

Government stipulated as part of job descrip-
tions that workers sent to communities must 
be ready to remove children from troubled 
families. Euahlayi leader Michael Anderson says 
that because of this, it could not get enough 
Indigenous or white Australian applicants for 
the job.

“How can anyone freshly recruited from the 
UK have the skills to deal with the cultural 
complexities of Aboriginal communities?” he 
asks angrily. “This is another aspect of the Rudd 
government’s genocide. It is the second phase 
of removing children in the guise of protecting 
them – the same as in the 1930s.”

The Elders assembled at the conference appeal 
to Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians 
“not to believe the rhetoric that this is in the 
children’s interest”.

He points out that it will cost taxpayers massive 
amounts of money to resettle the British social 
workers in this country to do jobs their Aus-
tralian colleagues refused because of the child 
removal issue.

“Removing children from one ethnic group to 
assimilate them in another group is a crime 
against humanity,” Mr Anderson says. “Our 
children are our greatest asset. They’re our 
real heritage. Talk to us,let’s work out solutions 
together. Don’t take our children away from us.”

Mr Anderson is the last remaining of the four 
1972 founders of the Aboriginal Embassy. The 
16 clans of the Gumilaroi nation have elected 
him their spokesman.

Police target Lex Wotton benefit gig

On March 21, police harassment of an Indig-
enous resident of Palm Island led to two arrests 
following a Brisbane benefit gig in support of 
Lex Wotton’s family. Lex is currently serving six 
years jail for his part in a community protest 
in response to the cover-up of the murder in 
custody of a fellow Palm Island resident in 
November 2004.

The gig was an alcohol free all ages live music 
event, part of regular Saturday night activities 
at the Blackstar Roastery in West End, none of 
which had previously attracted police interest.

“From the start of the benefit gig, which includ-
ed performances about black deaths in custody, 
uniformed police in unmarked cars patrolled 
the street, driving past at least five times before 
stationing two police cars and a police wagon 
at the end of the street. Despite no incidents 
at the event the police clearly expected to 
make arrests” said Robert Nicholas, one of the 
organisers from the Aboriginal Rights Coalition.

A Palm Island man who had attended the event 
was walking home when stopped at the end 
of the street by ten cops who questioned why 
he was at the event. Several concerned people 
noticed what was happening and walked up 
the street, asking the police why they were 
not letting the man go home. They replied that 
he needed an ‘escort’. When told that one of 
the other people who walk home with him, 
the police became agitated, calling the people 
‘ignorant left-wingers’.

After further questioning the man was allowed 
to walk home. The small group tried to go back 
to the gig, but one man was stopped and police 
said they wanted to search him because his 
‘backpack smelt like cannabis’. He objected, 
and police threatened to take him to the sta-
tion. Cops told everyone else ‘walk away or be 
arrested’. Another man again asked why the 
search was happening, he was grabbed by two 
police and arrested. 

It was only when someone with a camera 
arrived to take footage that one cop yelled 
‘camera, camera!’ The other officers restrain-
ing the men stopped and escorted them inside 
the paddywagon. A police search at the station 
revealed nothing on either person, but both 
were charged with ‘obstruction’.

Simpson Desert hand back
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18,000 square kilometres of the north Simp-
son Desert could be set to be handed back 
to traditional owners after the release of the 
final commission report recommending that 
the area become part of the existing Simpson 
Desert land trust. The final decision rests with 
Indigenous Affairs Minister Jenny Macklin. This 
is likely to be the last Indigenous land claim 
in central Australia, with the two outstanding 
claims in the area expected to be settled by 
consent. 

Racism must be eliminated from native title 
cases

Les Malezer, chairman of the Foundation for 
Aboriginal and Islander Research Action (FAIRA) 
decried the land rights system as he delivered 
the Mabo lecture at the 10th annual Native 
Title Conference in Melbourne on June 5.

“It is a process that is proven to be racially 
discriminatory,” he said. “It is an inefficient, 
ineffective and ultimately manipulated process 
which draws everyone’s attention and takes 
our mind off the results being achieved, or not 
achieved.”

He said if Koiki Mabo were alive today he would 
be an angry man because the rights he won 
had been eroded by successive governments, 
courts and socio-economic pressures. A treaty 
between the government and Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islanders should be entered into to 
address sovereignty issues.

Australia should also establish a process like 
New Zealand’s Waitangi Tribunal, where the 
final decision on land rights cases rests with the 
tribunal and not the government. He said Aus-
tralia had human rights obligations to ensure In-
digenous rights to land and sea were respected.

“The procedures for recognising Indigenous 
ownership of land must be revised, ensuring 
that outcomes are achieved without undue 
delay and that there is agreement between Ab-
original and Torres Strait Islander peoples and 
government about how to proceed.”

Mr Malezer said as “self-determining peoples”, 
Indigenous Australians must have their own 
institutions to protect their Indigenous rights. 

Melbourne detention centre unrest
20 Chinese detainees at Maribyrnong detention 
centre staged a small riot on April 21st. Detain-
ees smashed furniture and infrastructure until 
they were contained by guards. The detainees 
were among 39 people detained in March at a 
Warrnambool abattoir. 

Al Naqba: Commemorating 61 Years of 
Palestinian dispossession

On May 15, 1948, the State of Israel came into 
existence. This year on this day, people around 
the world and across Australia rallied, marched 
and gathered to commemorate 61 years of the 
dispossession of Palestinian peoples, refugees 
and captives on their own land. Art installa-
tions, demonstrations and info nights were 
held in Perth, Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and 
other places, to raise awareness of the continu-
ing occupation of Palestinian communities, and 
Israeli enforced apartheid.

Aotearoa Defendants Bail Reduced

At the last hearing in Auckland,  all defendants 
in the “state terror case” entered pleas of “not 
guilty” on all charges they face.  In response to 
a challenge to repressive bail conditions experi-
enced by the defendants, non-association with 
other defendant orders have been removed, all 
defendants are now free to travel to Ruatoki, 
and reporting has been dropped from bi-weekly 

to three times a year, a major victory for all 
defendants and families. The next hearing is 
scheduled for 18th December 2009.

Federal Court upholds Australian support 
for torture

A Federal Court decision in April dismissed 
Mamdouh Habib’s appeal against the deci-
sion of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal 
(AAT) decision not to return his passport. The 
former Howard Government withdrew Habib’s 
passport after his release from Guantanamo 
Bay, saying that he might commit an illegal 
act if allowed to leave the country. The basis 
of this claim was “secret” because of “na-
tional security issues”. The AAT supported the 
Government position in a controversial case in 
which Habib and his lawyer received hundreds 
of documents, most of which were blacked 
ou for national security reasons. During the 
Tribunal hearing, even the Presiding Magistrate 
accepted that Habib was tortured. Yet whatever 
he has said under torture was accepted by the 
Tribunal as evidence against him, thus justifying 
the denial of his passport.

The same lawyer representing the Howard Gov-
ernment in the AAT hearing represented the 
Rudd Government during the Federal Court ap-
peal, presenting the same arguments. Habib’s 
appeal was again dismissed by the court, de-
spite being based on evidence adduced through 
torture.

Cops shoot again: Melbourne

On May 15, police fired multiple shots at a man 
said to be threatening them with a knife in 
Broadmeadows.  The man was critically injured. 
Again, rather than call attention to the power 
and role of police in the community, the level of 
training, and the ability of police to defuse situ-
ations rather than haphazardly resort to firing 
guns, the Police Association has said that this 
incident simply highlights the need for tasers. 
Tasers are dangerous weapons, that also have 
the ability to cause death.  This is the second 
police shooting of community members this 
year, the first of which led to the death of a 15 
year old boy at Northcote Plaza.

Indian students protest racist attacks
Indian students took to the streets in Mel-
bourne after a growing number of racist attacks 
in recent months. Six violent attacks took place 
in the week leading up to the initial protest, 
with one student in hospital in critical condi-
tion after being attacked with a screw driver at 
a party. The Federation of Indian students says 
that there have been over 500 attacks on Indian 
students in the past four years in Melbourne 
alone. On May 31, up to 15,000 Indian students 
and supporters occupied key Melbourne CBD 
intersections for 20 hours in a demonstration 
organised by the Federation of Indian students. 
Early on Monday morning, June 1, police moved 
in to clear protestors from the intersection 
near Flinders St train station, leading to clashes 
resulting in the arrest of 18 students.
On June 8, further protests were held again in 
both Melbourne and Sydney.

Both Victoria and Sydney police are denying 
that the attacks on Indian students are racist. 
The attacks have been described as “opportu-
nistic”, not racist, despite reports of racial slurs 
and comments accompanying the violence in 
many cases, and the clear targeting of Indian 
students as opposed to students of other ethnic 

backgrounds. Police officials say that Indian 
students often travel alone late at night after 
work and are known to carry valuable items 
such as laptops and hence are targeted – com-
ments that can be seen as racial stereotyping 
in themselves. They have also recommended 
students not speak in public in native lan-
guages to reduce the likelihood of attacks, again 
demonstrating the prevalent racism among 
Australian police. Police have repeatedly shown 
themselves to be blaming Indian students for 
“provoking” or attracting attacks, rather than 
blaming the climate of racism and aggression 
amongst the white Australian community. 
The Government, also, is denying the racial 
undertones of violent attacks, maintaining that 
Australia is a “safe” destination for international 
students. Yet while the Government and police 
continue to deny, as has always been the case, 
the overt racism that exists in this country (one 
built on white supremacy and colonisation), 
Indian students and their supporters are under 
no delusions.  

Protestors are demanding that police do their 
jobs, and investigate and act to prosecute those 
responsible for racist attacks; recognise that 
the attacks are racially motivated; and work to 
protect Indian students from further attacks. 
They want the Government to declare that 
Australia is unsafe for international students if 
the attacks continue.

The outrage is extending internationally, and 
Australia is particularly feeling the heat in India. 
A student protest in India on June 1 featured 
the burning of an effigy of Kevin Rudd. Amitabh 
Bachchan, a Bollywood screen legend, refused 
an honorary doctorate from a Queensland 
University because of the spate of attacks. The 
Indian Ambassador has communicated con-
cerns from the Indian Government, suggesting 
that if attacks continue, India cannot suggest to 
its citizens that Australia is a safe place to study. 

There are over 90,000 Indian students study-
ing at Australian universities and institutions, 
pumping billions of dollars into the Australian 
economy. The protests are opening up discus-
sion on a range of issues affecting international 
students that the government and education 
institutions are failing to deal with, including 
housing, discrimination in the workplace, rac-
ism, and safety.

See http://www.fisa.org.au/ for more info.

Opposition continues to Traveston Cross-
ing dam

3 years after the Queensland Government 
announced its plan to dam the Mary River, 
opponents of the Traveston Crossing dam say 
the fight will continue. The Federal Govern-
ment says it is yet to receive material from the 
Coordinator-General so it can decide whether 
to approve the project. Victor Hill, from the 
Save the Mary River Coordinating Group, says 
while there is still strong opposition to the 
dam, many people have left the Mary Valley. 
The company contracted to build the dam - 
Queensland Water Infrastructure - says it has 
acquired 85 per cent of properties needed for 
the project. However, a PM decision to finance 
a highway in the area suggests the dam is likely 
to go ahead.

Politicians fighting to ensure a coal-based 
future

Victorian Energy Minister Peter Batchelor has 
suggested a coal-fired power station with “car-
bon capture” technology could be operating 
in Victoria within five years. The environment 
movement suggests 2050 is a more likely time-
frame. The State Government has announced 
that the former Loy Yang mine manager will 
head a new organisation “Clean Coal Victoria” 
to ensure coal continues to play a big part in 
Victoria’s power industry. Government and in-
dustry are clearly set to ensure that centralised 
coal-based power production continues long 
into the future, despite coal being one of the 
main contributors to greenhouse emissions and 
climate change, already responsible for the dis-
possession of hundreds of people who are now 
refugees because the land that they previously 
lived on and survived from has disappeared 
under water. 

Indigenous lawyer condemns Alum Moun-
tain decision

An Indigenous lawyer has said that Federal 
Environment Minister Peter Garrett should 
stick to music because he makes poor decisions 

about culturally sensitive land. Garrett rejected 
an application to protect Alum Mountain, which 
traditional owners say is a culturally significant 
site, from the Pacific Highway upgrade at Bul-
adelah, north of Newcastle. Garrett suggested 
that only the top of the mountain is culturally 
significant, not the area where roadworks are 
planned. Al Oshlack, of the Indigenous Justice 
Advocacy Network, is preparing an appeal.

A blockade of the site development has already 
been established by traditional owners and sup-
porters, and will continue in resistance to the 
desecration of Indigenous cultural heritage.

Climate Protest at Federal Parliament

On May 13, 8 people were arrested during a cli-
mate protest at Parliament House in Canberra. 
Two women disrupted the Treasurer’s post-
budget address in the Great Hall, protesting the 
government’s inadequate response to climate 
change in the budget and its Carbon Pollution 
Reduction Scheme. At the same time, seven 
women locked themselves together in a circle 
in the main foyer of Parliament, calling for swift 
and meaningful greenhouse pollution cuts, not 
handouts to polluting industries. Outside, two 
protestors abseiled the front of Parliament, 
hanging a banner reading “Carbon Budget 
Blowout”.

Orange ‘first’ to harvest stormwater for 
drinking

Orange, in NSW, is the first centre in Australia 
to harvest stormwater for drinking in a new 
$5 million scheme. Collection has started, and 
Orange council has said

A groundbreaking $5 million stormwater 
harvesting scheme has started collecting, with 
25 megalitres, or two days supply, already be-
ing siphoned into holding ponds. He says the 
water is now being tested before being added 
to water storage dams. He said despite popular 
attitudes, the level of contamination of water 
harvested from stormwater drains is not dis-
similar to what flows into storage dams. 

Earth Hour Hazelwood occupation

During Earth Hour on March 28, community 
mem bers occupied Hazelwood Power Station 
in Victoria calling for Australia to “Switch off 
Coal and Switch on Renewables”. 3 people 
locked on to equipment, and 30 others were 
present for the protest. Hazelwood is one of the 
most polluting coal power stations in the world.
“If we’re serious about climate change, we ac-
tually need to be switching off coal and switch-
ing on renewables rather than just switching off 
our lights for one hour once a year,” said Louise 
Morris of Friends of the Earth.

Local opposition to Wollondilly gas plant

Wollondilly Council in Sydney’s outer south-
west says it will oppose the construction of a 
gas-fired power plant near Appin. AGL Energy 
has proposed building a 300mw gas-fired power 
station at Leaf’s Gully in the Campbelltown 
Area. The Mayor of Wollondilly, Michael Ban-
asik, says the council is concerned about the
impact the station will have on the environ-
ment, public health and land values. The coun-
cil is also calling for a commission of inquiry into 
the proposal, which Mayor Banasik says would 
allow everyone to have their say.

Rudd plans ‘world’s largest’ solar project

The Federal Government says it wants to create 
the largest solar energy project in the world. 
PM Kevin Rudd said almost $1.4 billion would 
be spent creating the project. This will include 
up to 4 individual solar plants generating on 
average the same amount of energy as a coal-
fired power station. A pity then that whilst 
Australia was once the leading producer of 
solar technology, it recently sold the technology 
overseas.
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Wind Farm to Be Built

AUSTRALIA’S biggest wind farm with almost 600 
turbines, is to be be built in far western NSW. 
State government approval has been given 
for the project, which will generate enough 
electricity for 200,000 homes. Premier Nathan 
Rees said on Wednesday the $2.2 billion ven-
ture near Broken Hill would help secure NSW’s 
future energy needs. 

“The construction of Silverton Wind Farm 
Developments (SWFD) wind farm is great news 
for jobs and the economy in the far west and 
even better news for the environment,’’ Mr 
Rees said.  “A single wind turbine will generate 
enough energy to power up to 732 homes per 
year which is the equivalent of taking around 
1,170 cars off the road annually.’’ 

Mr Rees said the wind farm would create 700 
jobs in the Broken Hill area during the five-year 
construction period and 120 jobs when up and 
running. 

NSW had approved 14 wind farms with a total 
capacity output of 2,486 megawatts since 2005, 
Mr Rees said. “When all of these wind farms 
are up and running they will save more than 
six million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions 
annually,’’ he said.  “This is the same as taking 
over one million cars off the road and will 
have capacity to power approximately 800,000 
houses.’

Desalination Protest in Wonthaggi

One person was arrested when protestors car-
rying two banners walked onto the Desalination 
Plant proposed site near Wonthaggi on May 
9. The plant is opposed by the local Bunurong 
Traditional Owners and resident non-Indige-
nous communities. Despite the spiralling costs 
of the pilot plant, scarcity of data, criticism of 
the project from experts inside and outside 
government, as well as doubts about financing 
the project, the government is determined to 
continue with the plan. 

The desalination plant is being designed to sup-
ply 150 gigalitres per year of Melbourne’s water 
supply. However, many experts say desalination 
should be the last resort as it involves huge 
amounts of power (and therefore increased 
carbon emissions), and generates tonnes of 
solid waste and brine sludge, which is pumped  
back out to sea, affecting the coastal marine 
environment. 

The proposed Desal plant at Wonthaggi will 
cause 1.18 - 1.57 million tonnes of carbon emis-
sion equivalent to 365,000 extra cars on the 
road, discharge 8,800 litres of brine per second 
just 500 metres off the beautiful Bass coast, 
suck in and kill 380,000 small organisms per 
second into the plant.

 Alternative water sources include recycled 
purified water from treatment plants (110 GL 
per yr), stormwater capture (50 GL per yr), rain-
water tanks (25 GL per yr), Flood Diversion (20 
GL per yr), and installation of dual flush cisterns 
(15 GL per yr) all of which could be done for a 
fraction of the cost of a desalination plant.  

Operation of the plant will be for profit by a 
multinational infrastructure company, most 
likely Veolia who already run the Melbourne 
train system as Connex with the cost being 
passed on to consumers through increases in 
water rates. 

The Bunurong Land Council is concerned over 
the destruction of Indigenous cultural sites. 
Steve Compton, Cultural Officer with the 
Bunurong Land Council, told the rally: 
“Some of those sites on the property are the 
largest sites in the Bass Coast region ... So basi-
cally the Bunurong community have asked me 
to say to you guys that they’re dead against the 
Desal. There is better options for getting water 

like putting rainwater tanks in Melbourne. Basi-
cally bugger off and leave the coast alone and 
stop trying to dish out big loads of money to 
foreign multinationals.” 

Member for Wide Bay Warren Truss and 
Member for Hinkler Paul Neville fear federal 
and state Labor governments are hatching plans 
for the dam indicated by the location of the 
highway upgrades to be funded.

HAZELWOOD POWERSTATION SHUTDOWN

On May 21, Greenpeace members shut down 
a coal digger at Hazelwood power station in 
Melbourne, the Western world’s most pollut-
ing power station, carrying the message “Coal 
– Powering Climate Change”. The protest was 
against government inaction on climate change 
and called for a move away from coal-fired 
power. 

“For every hour we block this digger, 2500 
tonnes of brown coal stays in the ground where 
it belongs,” said Simon Roz, a group spokes-
person. “Australia is digging itself into a hole. 
By phasing out coal and investing in renewable 
energy, we can protect our environment and 
create thousands of new jobs.”

Hazelwood produces 19 million tonnes of 
greenhouse pollution every year – the same 
amount as caused by all 1.4 million households 
in Melbourne.  The power station was due to be 
decommissioned this year until the state Labor 
government intervened to extend its license 
until 2031. 

Barrick Gold mine at Lake Cowal Easter 
Corroborree

50 people attended protests at Lake Cowal, 
NSW, at the Barrick Gold open pit mine over 
the Easter Weekend, halting work. Lake Cowal 
is an ephemeral lake lying in the Lacklan River 
plan within the Murray-Darling Basin, home to 
many migratory water birds and sacred sites of 
the Wiradjuri people. 28 people were arrested 
during the stop work action for trespassing. 
Protestors say that they were not trespassing: 
they were authorised to enter the mine site by 
Wiradjuri Traditional Owners, the real owners 
of the land currently being exploited by Barrick 
Gold.

The Canadian mining company uses highly 
toxic cyanide in the gold mining process, with 
the cyanide transported over 1600km by rail 
and truck from Gladstone in QLD to Sydney 
and then over the Blue Mountains to the mine. 
There have been numerous cyanide spills dur-
ing transportation.

The mine also uses up to 15 megalitres of water 
per day pumped from the artesian basin. This 
bore water comes from the sacred underground 
Dreaming track, also know as the Bland palaeo-
channel. The region surrounding the mining site 
is enduring its eighth year of drought. The Mur-
ray Darling River basin, which produces much 
of Australia’s agricultural produce, is under 
severe stress from lack of water flows caused by 
several years of drought and over-allocation of 
water for irrigation.

The protest is the seventh yearly gathering of 
solidarity with the Wiradjuri people and their 
ongoing opposition to the mine, and further 
expansion of the mine. “We asked our support-
ers to enter the mine site to bear witness to the 
destruction and document the mine’s impact. It 
is important that Wiradjuri maintain access to 
our cultural sites.” said traditional owner Neville 
Chappy Williams.

Members of the Wiradjuri conducted a smoking 
ceremony inside the mine site. They alledge 
that over 10,000 artefacts have been stolen and 

kept by Barrick Gold Corporation at the mine 
site in a compound encircled by a 6 foot fence.
“This is a fight for justice, Barrick Gold Corpora-
tion is destroying our culture,” states Wirad-
juri Traditional Owner from the Lake Cowal 
area, Neville Chappy Williams at the smoking 
ceremony, “We have been in the courts now for 
10 years, it has been a desperate, never ending 
uphill fight but we are not giving up and we are 
not going away.”

“They are destroying our culture so we stand 
firmly in the ground to assert our inherit right 
to occupy and enjoy our land. Aboriginal sov-
ereignty has never been ceded, we have a right 
under 116 of the constitution to practice our 
religion.”

Kakadu Radioactive Contamination Threat

Kakadu is at risk of radioactive contamination 
as climate change raises sea levels and causes 
more intense cyclones near the Ranger uranium 
mine, a report said. More than 70% of Kakadu 
wetlands are expected to be flooded by rising 
sea levels by 2050, killing fresh water plants 
and animals. The Top End is also expected to 
face more intense cyclones and heat waves to 
the point of roads melting. The Ranger uranium 
mine produces radioactive by-products stored 
in a tailings dam, but as the Top End suffers 
more intense cyclones, there is a greater likeli-
hood of radioactive material entering Magela 
Creek and the East Alligator River. A Senate 
Committee hearing also heard last month that 
over 1000,000 litres of contaminated water 
from the tailings dam was leaking into the 
ground beneath the national park every day.

Climate Protest at Aluminium Smelter

On June 9, a group of people halted produc-
tion in Australia’s largest aluminium smelter by 
attaching themselves to a weigh bridge.  The 
protest was in protest to news that heavily 
polluting industries like aluminium smelting will 
receive 90% of their pollution permits free from 
the Federal Government under the contro-
versial Carbon Pollution Reduction Scheme, 
allowing them to carry on largely unaffected by 
pollution constraints, and leaving the public to 
pick up the cost of reducing greenhouse emis-
sions.

Aluminium smelting is an extremely energy 
intensive industry, and the Tomago plant has a 
constant demand of around 900MW of power, 
which is supplied from greenhouse polluting 
coal-fired power stations. The Hunter’s two 
aluminium smelters, at Tomago and Kurri Kurri, 
use 15% of NSW’s electricity, yet are charged 
just one sixth of the cost per mega watt paid by 
ordinary energy consumers. The annual elec-
tricity subsidy to the aluminium industry has 
been estimated to be at least $210 million.

“The Tomago Aluminium smelter alone is 
expected to receive over $250 million in free 
permits in the first year of the CPRS. It is half 
owned by mining and aluminium giant Rio 
Tinto, which last year posted a profit of $15.8 
billion,” said Steve Phillips, spokesperson for 
protest organisers Rising Tide Newcastle.

“The Government is pursuing a backwards 
climate policy that rewards big polluting com-
panies like Rio Tinto at the expense of the rest 
of the community and the world. Aluminium 
smelting in Australia is two-and-a-half times 
more greenhouse polluting than the world 
average, because our energy comes almost ex-
clusively from coal burning.  At this crucial hour 
in world history, we should be forcing plants like 
this to use renewable energy – not paying them 
to use coal power. The Aluminium industry 
needs to clean up, or clean out.

“The Federal Government needs to shift focus 
from compensation to restructuring. We call 
on the Federal Government to reverse the 
perverse subsidies given to coal-powered 
aluminium smelters and make assistance under 
any emissions trading scheme conditional on 
an urgent switch to renewable energy for all 
smelters.” 

National Climate Action – Woodchip Mills 
Shut Down

Four woodchip mills nationwide were shut 
down on Monday May 25 to highlight the links 
between logging of old growth forests and 
climate change. 

“One of the cheapest and most effective 
ways for the Federal Government to reduce 
emissions immediately is to halt the export 

woodchipping of Australia’s native forests,” says 
spokesperson, Lauren Caulfield, in Victoria.

In Tasmania, Gunns Limited’s Triabunna mill 
was again shut down by two protestors locked 
to a conveyor belt, with banners reading “No 
Climate Protection without Forest Protection” 
and “Gunns – Climate Criminals”. Similar actions 
took place in Geelong, Victoria, and Eden and 
Newcastle, NSW.

“If the Rudd and Bartlett Governments are seri-
ous about addressing the climate crisis, then 
the protection of our carbon-rich old growth 
forests should be the most basic part of a cli-
mate change policy,”said Warrick Jordan, of the 
Huon Valley Environment Centre in Tasmania.

“Last week, the world’s first climate change-
induced evacuation of an entire people began 
in PNG’s Carteret Islands. The board members 
of Gunns, and those others responsible for the 
continued destruction of
Tasmania’s forests, should take a long look at 
their children and grandchildren and decide 
whether they feel comfortable condemning 
them to a future dramatically impacted by 
climate change.’

Barrick-recommended military force burns 
homes in PNG

On April 27th, Indigenous land owners of the 
villages surrounding Barrick Gold’s Porgera 
open pit mine in Papua New Guinea were vio-
lently evicted by 200 police and military troops. 
Human rights groups have claimed that the 
operation was launched to make way for the 
expansion of the Barrick Gold mine, motivated 
by situation reports presented by Barrick Ltd to 
Parliament asking for the land to be cleared of 
local villagers, some of whom are small scale 
artisanal miners trying to survive beside the 
mine. Households of third generation landown-
ers were burnt to the ground, causing residents 
to flee for their lives. By April 30, community 
reports put the number of houses torched at 
close to 600. None of the residents were given 
any time to gather possessions. Anyone who 
spoke up was attacked by security forces, and 
some were arrested. 

Preceeding the evictions. Barrick personnel 
claimed the land owners were “illegal”, and 
issued a memorandum calling on them to stop 
their subsistence activities and leave their 
homelands.  Villagers’ demands for compensa-
tion for confiscation of their land has remained 
unacknowledged.

Protestors greet Gunns Ltd ship

Protestors were waiting to greet a ship carrying 
large turbine parts from China for Gunns Ltd’s 
pulp mill project when it arrived at a Tasmanian 
port in April. A small group in a boat followed 
the vessel at a distance. Ruth Groom from the 
Wilderness Society says Gunns is taking a huge 
gamble purchasing equipment for the mill 
without having a financial backer. She says the 
pulp industry itself is shrinking. Greens Leader 
Nick McKim says Gunns does not have public 
support for the mill, and should not be built.

QLD ban on clearing of regrowth vegeta-
tion

The QLD government is imposing a three month 
temporary ban on the clearing of regrowth 
vegetation. The moratorium is designed to 
prevent a repeat of panic land clearing as land 
clearing legislation was being passed in 2004. 
The Government wants to prevent a repeat 
while talking to landholders about restrictions 
on clearing revegetation.

Indymedia Australia!
Check out indymedia.org.au for regular, 
ongoing independent media reports. Also check 
out www.melbourne.indymedia.
org.au. After a couple of years hiatus Mel-
bournes indymedia is back with a new collec-
tive and new site
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Myth 1
Homelands people are somehow trapped in their 
homelands, which are being kept as ‘cultural 
museums’.

We choose to live on our homelands – our tradi-
ti onal clan estates.   And it is our human right as 
Indigenous people to do so.

We chose to move back to our homelands in the 
early 1970’s  and have chosen to remain there since. 
No one is forcing us.

We are not ignorant or unaware of how people live 
in big communiti es, towns and citi es.   We choose to 
live in our homelands because this is a bett er life for 
our people – including our children.  

You may not understand this, but you do not know 
our law, ceremony, culture, or kinship and how 
these ti e us to our parti cular country.  It is not right 
for us to go and live on other people’s land in the big 
communiti es or elsewhere. 

Myth 2
Homelands are not permanently occupied  -  that 
they are just weekenders, or are inhabited by noth-
ing but lizards, insects and footprints.  

This is not an accurate or complete perspecti ve – 
parti cularly in NE Arnhem Land.  Most homelands, 
parti cularly the larger homelands, are permanently 
occupied.

Laynhapuy Homelands Associati on  represents 25 
permanently occupied homeland communiti es in NE 
Arnhem Land with a combined populati on of about 
1,200 people.  They are occupied 12 months of the 
year.  In additi on to these homelands, Laynhapuy 
has 4 smaller homelands that are not permanently 
occupied.

Our homelands range in size from small family 
groups to over 150 permanent residents.

Our homelands represent about 5% of the 560 
homelands in the Territory, and about 12% of the 
esti mated 10,000 homelands populati on.

Homelands that are identi fi ed as not permanently 
occupied do not att ract funding support, and have 
not done so for many years.  Even if a homeland 
is not permanently occupied it is necessary to 
maintain the building and infrastructure assets to 
ensure they are not destroyed by annual bush fi res, 
termites, etc.

Usually there are understandable reasons why 
homelands become unoccupied and may remain 
so for periods of ti me.   It may be that signifi cant 
individuals have passed away, or have had to go 
elsewhere for medical care.  It could be that key 
services such as water have failed and there is a long 
period before funding and subsequent repair.  It 
could be that anti cipated services such as schooling 
have never been delivered.  Overcrowding may also 
force people to move, as does limited access during 
the wet season.

These people have not abandoned their homeland 
or country -  practi cal circumstances simply force 
them to live elsewhere during this ti me.

It is the law, the ceremony, the knowledge, the spiri-
tual connecti on, and family that make homelands 
signifi cant to parti cular individuals.  This can never 
be abandoned.

Myth 3
People have moved away from established service 
centres.

Yolngu in the Laynahpuy area have never completely 
left  their traditi onal clan estates, although many 
moved into the Yirrkala mission over a short period 
between 1936 and 1970 – directly in response to 
social tension in the main communiti es and the 
onslaught of alcohol and other problems that came 
with the establishment of Nhulunbuy and the mine.  
The homelands in this region have existed since 

early 1970s when people started to again live 
permanently on their traditi onal lands - building 
houses, constructi ng airstrips and establishing bores.

Most of the Laynhapuy Homelands pre-date North-
ern Territory self-government, pre-date land rights, 
and the rebuilding of Darwin aft er Cyclone Tracey.  
They certainly predate the modern development of 
non-indigenous communiti es such as Palmerston or 
Dundee Beach.

It is a myth that homelands people have moved 
away from established service centres and are 
thereby imposing additi onal costs on the tax payer 
and Government.

The fact is that these homeland communiti es have 
largely been bypassed  by Government in the de-
velopment of publicly subsidised infrastructure and 
services elsewhere in the Territory.

Myth 4
The costs of maintaining homelands is excessive 
and remote homelands have received more than 
their fair share.

For the Laynhapuy Homelands, funding for Munici-
pal and Essenti al Services (power, water, airstrips, 
ti ps, rubbish collecti on) is around about $580 per 
person per year, and for housing maintenance about 
$275 per person per year.  A total of about $860 per 
person per year.

Our members pay rent and power charges in addi-
ti on to this, and recently purchased their own com-
munity tractors to support these services .  Power 
is charged at signifi cantly more than the subsidised 
rate available to other Territorians.

How does this compare to the public subsidy for 
urban services and housing for other Territorians  
-  especially when you remember that homeland 
residents don’t usually benefi t from funding of 
things such as public transport, sport & recreati on, 
the arts, libraries, public swimming pools and so on?

The fact is that we do not know how it compares, 
because Government has not done the hard work of 
analysis and modelling.

How many other Territorians pay for their own 
school buildings?  Through pooling their Isolated 
Students Allowance, homeland parents have even 
funded their own secondary school classroom and 
boarding facility at Garrthalala homeland.

Myth 5
Opportuniti es and wellbeing are bett er in the big 
communiti es. 

Research shows homeland people are healthier.

There is less violence and crime.

There is virtually no alcohol, drugs or gambling.

Most people are working through CDEP.  No work no 
pay.  They are not receiving sit down money.

More Yolngu in homelands have salaried jobs as 
Rangers, Health Workers, Teacher and Teachers 
Aides,  than are employed in the nearby major com-
muniti es.

Homelands people are starti ng to access more 
training opportuniti es because of our Associati ons 
training coordinati on role.

Although our housing is overcrowded and oft en very 
old, it is bett er maintained, looked aft er and lasts 
longer than in major communiti es because we don’t 
have the alcohol and the violence.

We have bett er school att endance, and through our 
secondary school program we have made a very 
signifi cant contributi on to the number of Indigenous 
children graduati ng in the NT.

As an organisati on of homelands we employ 117 
people, 70% of whom are Yolngu.  We run a con-
structi on and civil works business, an airline charter 

business, health service, ranger program, and 
other acti viti es.  We have recently employed an 
enterprise development offi  cer.

Homelands perhaps have bett er economic develop-
ment potenti al than larger communiti es.  Ownership 
of land and resources is clearer, communiti es are 
more stable and less dysfuncti onal, the natural and 
cultural assets on which tourism and land manage-
ment enterprises can develop are in the homelands.  
Homeland life requires independence and resilience. 

Homelands people are the major producers of tradi-
ti onal indigenous art.

Homelands sti ll face many challenges and there is 
much to be done, but it is wrong to see our physical 
isolati on only as a disadvantage, and to assume big-
ger more urbanised communiti es are the answer to 
‘Closing the Gap’.

Myth 6
Land Tenure arrangements are the biggest obstacle 
to economic development and related opportuni-
ti es for employment and income, and essenti al for 
Government investment in housing, infrastructure 
and services.

There is secure land tenure.  It is our communally 
owned inalienable freehold ti tle under the Aborigi-
nal Land Rights Act.  Our land can already be leased 
if we agree to the terms.

There are areas on aboriginal land where ‘town 
leases’ and sub-leases  already exist to test this new 
idea.  How many Yolngu homeowners, landlords or 
renters, Yolngu businesses, Yolngu employees are 
there in Nhulunbuy aft er 40 years of ‘town leasing’?  
Basically none.  Land tenure is only one small part of 
a much bigger picture.

Our homelands have some 150 houses, 
9 clinics 10 school buildings, homeland offi  ces, 
bores, tanks, airstrips.  Most of this  has been 
government funded over the past 30 years.  These 
assets are under no threat and are used for the 
intended purposes.  What has changed?

Why has ‘secure land tenure’ suddenly become the 
holy grail for government aft er refusing to negoti ate 
leases for decades?

We do not believe ‘secure land tenure’ is the real 
obstacle to government investi ng in our homelands.  
We believe government simply sees a diff erent fu-
ture for our people.  But we will negoti ate leases on 
our terms if that is what the Government requires.

Myth 7
They say that Homelands are not under threat.

WRONG!
A Working Future does not say that funding to our 
homelands will be cut.  It does not say that our 
people will be forced to move.  

What is says, is that for our homelands things are 
likely to stay the same.  This is NOT okay.  We do not 
want this slow death.

We have been working for 30 years to grow and de-
velop our homelands.  To improve our opportuniti es 
and our standard of living, our self-determinati on 
and independence.  We have no intenti on of giving 
up now – of stopping and staying the same.  

To address sub-standard housing, to address over-
crowding, to further improve health and educati on, 
and develop enterprise opportuniti es we need to be 
able to access funding assistance for  housing.  We 
need to ‘Close the Gap’ on homelands as well.

More importantly, we need to ‘Close the Knowledge 
Gap’ that the Canberra bureaucrats have.

This is an extract of a speech that Yanyumul 
Mungungar CEO of Laynahuphy Homelands 
that she gave to the ACTU in June this year. 
Laynahuphy Homelands is based in North East 
arnhem land. The picture in the background is 
of the radio transmitt er at Gurrumurru Home-
land, one of the many Laynahupy Homelands.

 back into the scrub, from whence you 
came.” 

The acquisiti on is not a 40 or 99 year 
lease deal, but a permanent acquisi-
ti on of control. The Council and town 
camp residents say they fear that the 
government intends to eventually 
phase out camps, integrati ng resi-
dents into expanded suburban areas 
of Alice Springs. Since the announce-
ment, there have been suggested that 
Darwin town camps will be the next 
government target.

“Towns Like Any Other”

The second wave of the NT Interven-
ti on makes it even more clear that the 
underlying intenti ons of the colonial 
government are the assimilati on of 
Indigenous people into colonial society 
and the acquisiti on of Indigenous 
land, despite the long, hard struggle of 
Indigenous peoples to win back some 
rights to land aft er the initi al invasion 
200 years ago. 

NT Chief Minister Paul Henderson has 
said of the “hub communiti es” strat-
egy that the future of communiti es 
will see them developed into “towns 
like any other”. Linking the creati on of 
hub communiti es with initi al interven-
ti on policies such as compulsory land 
acquisiti on, removal of the permit sys-
tem, and appointment of government 
administrators, his vision for communi-
ti es is economic development. Com-
muniti es are to be opened up to out-
side business ventures, integrated into 
the “mainstream” capitalist system, 
and to undergo a process referred to 
as “normalising”, aka assimilati on.

“It’s a return to the mission days 
where people were herded into towns 
so the government could assimilate 
them,” says Barbara Shaw, of Mt 
Nancy town camp.

The same colonial rhetoric of white 
supremacy is sti ll being used to 
justi fy the ongoing and expanding 
colonisati on of this country. In 1788, 
Indigenous people were “primiti ve”, 
“savage” and “backwards”, thus had to 
be colonised to “help” them become 
part of the superior white civilizati on. 
Now, social problems within commu-
niti es are again being blamed not on 
200 years of genocide  and occupati on, 
but on Indigenous community con-
trol, traditi onal culture, and isolati on 
from colonial capitalist society. Racist 
government rhetoric now paints Indig-
enous communiti es as “backwards”, 
“violent” and “savage” through hyped 
up reports regarding child abuse, and 
emphasis on violence and alcoholism. 
The same Stolen Generati ons rhetoric 
that brands Indigenous peoples as 
unable to look aft er or manage them-
selves, needing white society to con-
trol and shape them, has re-emerged 
in the racist commentary suggesti ng 
Indigenous communiti es governance 
structures are incompetent and must 
be overtaken by State administrators, 
and that people must once again

 become virtual wards of the State, 
this ti me managed through Centrelink, 
NT Housing, and Government Business 
Managers. 

This racist rhetoric merely diverts at-
tenti on from the underlying agenda. 
The government does not need 
control over Indigenous land to build 
houses, to provide funding for essen-
ti al services, or to support Indigenous 
health through self-determinati on. 
For instance, the two town camps that 
have the worst conditi ons and infra
structure, sti ll without any housing or 
adequate ameniti es, are the only
camps that have never been granted 
a special purpose lease and remain on 
government controlled land. What 

these leases are necessary for is to 
bypass Indigenous consent and control 
over the development of communiti es 
and camps. 

Once again, in hiding true moti ves 
underneath an avalanche of pater
nalisti c racism regarding Indigenous 
communiti es and residents, superior 
white civilisati on is put forward as 
the white knight to “save” Indigenous 
peoples. It seems that the answer to 
problems in Indigenous community 
to get rid of the “Aboriginal problem”, 
which means to “get rid” of Aboriginal
 people through assimilati on and the 
complete denial of Indigenous self-
determinati on.

more on the outstati ons, interventi on and 
life in a remote NT community can be read 
at: htt p://blogs.crikey.com.au/northern/

Patrick Dodson outstati on discussion paper 
can be read at: www.

also checkout women for wiks new website
www.whatsworking.   for an example of 
succesful indigenous programs that are 
working in remote communiti es around 
Australia.

               Debunking Some Homeland Myths

“It’s a return to the mis-
sion days where people 
were herded into towns 
so the government could 
assimilate them,”
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Barbara Shaw is an Aboriginal woman of 
Katyete, Arrente, Waramungu and Warlpiri 
descent who lives at Mount Nancy town camp 
(prescribed area) in Alice Springs. Since June 
2007 she has been a staunch vocal critic of 
the Northern Territory Emergency Response, 
organised converges in Canberra for the first 
days of parliament in 2008 and 2009 as well as 
spoken around the country. She’s also travelled 
to New York to talk at the UN Permanent Forum 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2008 and 
was invited this April to the Durban Review in 
Geneva. This interview took place in May at her 
house in Mount Nancy.

Did you know what the Durban Review was 
before you went?
No not at first. What the invite said was that I 
was to be part of a side event called Voices you 
know people from different areas of the world 
giving their statements about Racial Discrimina-
tion, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance. And 
there were 15 of us and there were 3 a day.  
We had a special racoutuer everyday on racial 
discrimination and stuff like that.
And then when I heard about the Durban 
Review I didn’t know what the Durban Review 
was until I started speaking to people and 
finding out more information. It was just the 
review because they had the other conference 
in Durban, South Africa. What happened is that 
they were reviewing that conference.

So did you get to attend much of the Review?
No not really. We mainly all just stuck together 
and had to do organising for the days, helping 
each other out, looking around the UN, watch-
ing and observing other people.

What was the UN actually like?
To me to learn about the United Nations is like 
to learn about Governments and the Parlia-
ment.  You’ve got one big building with all the 
Governments, Indigenous Peoples. It’s a shame 
the Australian Government didn’t go.

Did you hear any people commenting about 
Australia not going?
Ah no. They were just saying its a shame that 
they didn’t turn up cos they were there at the 
last one.

Did you get to talk to Tom Calma about what 
he understood as why the Australian Govern-
ment didn’t go?
No they didn’t give any real comments on why 
they didn’t turn up, they just said that they 
were gonna boycott it. There were only four of 
us there Tom Calma, Les Maelzer, myself and 
a young lady called Margaret from Perth. So 
we were the Aboriginal representatives from 
Australia. 

There were a lot of African descendants there 
as well. Even those from different countries but 
yeah it’s really hard. I know that one day there 
was a big African descendants meeting and it 
was bit hard to really understand them because 
they were speaking different languages. You 
had different translators there and so they 
were just talking. So every day people would 
meet to put a presentation up to the High Com-
missioner.

And the people invited to the Voices side 
event would get to speak for how long?
Yeah everyday there with us Voices there were 
15 of us , so three a day. And we’d do a fifteen 
minute presentation with Q and A’s afterwards. 
And like people look at Australia, people look 
at Australia from other countries and think ‘Oh 
wow, Australia’s a good place’ and they were 
just asking about what was going on with the 
aboriginal people of Australia. They see 
Australia as a good place and a good place to 
live. I tell them that Australia’s a first world 
country but us mob we get treated differently. 
They look after asylum seekers and refugees 
more than they look after us. So you had three 
different people a day and they were talking 
about how minority groups are being treated 
in their countries. Some of it was...  some of it 
was really sad. I know everyday I cried about 
how they get treated and I think we live in 
a good country but we are not far off . Like I 
spoke about the massacres that happened here 
in Australia, spoke about the stolen genera-
tions, you know half caste children taking away 
from their parents, and how the Intervention 
is affecting aboriginal people, our land being 
taken way once again.

What were the questions you were being 
asked?

People asked about the Intervention and 
what it was and I said it was a new policy for 
aboriginal people. And then they asked about 
the stolen generation and what it was and I told 
them it was mixed blood children being taken 
away from their mothers and grandmothers 
and people placed in missions and reserves and 
church institutes.

Did others have that kind of experience in 
their countries, being taken away from fami-
lies?
No. They had similar stories of how they are 
treated differently like I can give you lots of 
examples like this one lady from Tanzania who 
is an albino. And I never knew that. I knew 
that there were albino animals but not albino 
people. So I was like surprised honoured to 
meet one. With her presentation she just spoke 
of how people, her people, parents sell albino 
children for money to witch doctors to use in 
black magic ceremonies. I thought shit.

How did she survive?
I don’t know how she survived. But she’s also 
helping and protecting a lot of other albino 
people. So they’ve got a big block of land , a 
big house or something that protects them. 
And she’s also in the parliament representing 
albino people all over Africa. But the majority 
of albino people are in Tanzania.

So what that lady does with Tanzania/Horn of 
Africa now she goes around talking to albino 
kids telling them how to protect themselves, 
start covering up and using sunscreen and 
stuff like that. So that’s what she’s doing. She’s 
educating people on albino rights. 

Was there international media there to listen 
to stories?
Yeah there was. Most of them went to learn 
about other people and how their own 
countries were treating people. A lot of these 
people don’t have protection in their own 
country.

Even when they are signatory to UN declara-
tions they don’t have their rights protected?
Yeah. Well we started talking about it, the 
declaration, amongst ourselves when we were 
sitting around. But what other people were say-
ing is that our country has signed up and we’re 
still not being protected.

The declaration on the rights of Indigenous 
Peoples? Is that the one?
Yeah and just trying to seek help from the UN. 
I don’t know because a lot of countries have 
signed up to UN treaties but then the same 
like here in Australia it’s not binding by law. 
So what people are asking- cos I actually went 
to, was invited to attend, another side event a 
lady came up to me and asked me if I could be 
a speaker at a forum on Racism in the Southern 
World.

How many people were at that?
There were 4 people from South America, 
Africa. And they were asking, one question they 
were asking is that we start pushing Govern-
ments to implement laws [that abide by the 
Declarations.]  You know I made a statement 
that we should you know try, the United Na-
tions was set up with equal faith in human 
rights. So what I suggested was- as recom-
mendations or something- is that Indigenous 
people should lobby their Governments to 
actually bind all their treaties into law to give 
them more protection.

Did they think it was a good idea?
Yeah. Like here we find it hard to get protec-
tion for ourselves against racial discrimination. 
When you look at how the Intervention was 
rolled at it targeted us but they used you know 
‘oh no it’s to protect woman and children’ but 
when you look at my 82 year old grandma com-
ing in her asking me for food you know.  They 
are not actually protecting people. So I don’t 
know I think we might actually have to ask for 
support to push the declaration. Cos the decla-
ration is not binding.

And Australia had just signed or endorsed 
the declaration when you left. So was there 
conversations about that.
I don’t know whether they did that to save face 
you know. Why endorse that when you’ve got 
the Racial Discrimination act still not in place. 

Yeah especially when you are writing policy 
that doesn’t abide by that and most of the 
Indigenous policy takes away those rights.
And then I made a recommendation that if 
countries endorse it or have signed onto the 
declaration then they shouldn’t be making laws 

and policies that are wrong for us. 

Is the UN able to dictate, enforce that coun-
tries abide by it.
Well they can only really give recommenda-
tions. And what they’ve done with us now is 
recommend that Australia gives more informa-
tion to the United Nations.

That’s the one that you launched in Canberra?
Yeah the United Nations is essentially a place 
that you go to to seek help but they’re not 
strongly going to interfere in other peoples 
countries. And that’s what many people are 
asking.

Do you think that the United Nation gives in-
formation out to the rest of the world? Do you 
think that information filters down?
A lot of countries use the United Nations to 
shame their Governments you know get rec-
ommendations from seeking other countries 
support. 

Was there any resolutions that came out or 
was it more about hearing the stories?
Yeah Voices was more about telling stories than 
anything else.

Was there talking of acting on some of the 
stuff that had been heard in the stories like 
with slavery stuff or the selling of the children 
in Tanzania? 
Slavery stuff there’s still slavery in other coun-
tries. Children slavery, women slavery. Like for 
Bangladesh you know. Kahlid, he’s from Ban-
gladesh, and he spoke about how his minority 
group are all placed in ghettos. Houses built 
on top of one another and yet he’s country 
doesn’t give rights to his people. They don’t get 
the jobs... And it’s just jammed packed there 
you know. They don’t even have proper houses 
like we have here. And they don’t wanna fund 
these proper houses and they don’t wanna 
fund  proper houses over there. 

What did other people, at Voices, feel about 
how it went? That things would start happen-
ing in their countries?
You would think that but i don’t think that. 
If they’ve been like this for generations  like 
Aboriginal people here in Australia I don’t think 
anything will happen. I don’t think Govern-
ments will change. I think they’ll keep making 
policy for people. Same like there country. 
People are still surprised that they’ve got the 
same Governments. Or that they put people 
in power and that people don’t do nothing for 
them. 

That people get tied up.
Yeah.

But what about the personal feelings of 
people that telling stories does to them as 
people?
With the stories that everyone told, including 
mine, at least we were getting to share our 
stories, our words are actually out there now. 
It’s good just to share.

All I know is that what people wanted to do 
was share their stories from their country of 
how they are treated. And yeah the more peo-
ple know about how they are treated in their 
country the better. You feel alright you know. 

Cos I know when I went to New York I had oth-
er aboriginal people there and I cried because 
I thought it was not going to go anywhere and 
the Australia Government says yeah yeah we 
are doing it for the women and the children. 
I thought no one would listen in Geneva and 
New York because they think Australia is a good 
country and they don’t really know what’s go-
ing on here with Aborigines you know. That’s it. 
They were surprised that Australia shows them 

as good country good for everyone you know 
landscapes everywhere.

What about the last one? Did people say that 
things had changed since 2000? People com-
menting that things are different?
Well I don’t know about what happened at the 
first one in Durban. But they were just saying 
like there were less people in Geneva for the 
Durban Review then where at South Africa. 
They were saying I think that South Africa was 
the largest conference on Racial Discrimina-
tion and that there was support for Iraq and 
Iran and America and Israel walked out of it in 
Durban. And that’s only stories I was hearing 
in Geneva.  It was bigger in South Africa than 
here and there were more Governments doing 
meetings with Indigenous peoples and stuff like 
that.

Do you think, did people say, that there was 
less racial discrimination or did they think 
there is more now? 
I think there is more discrimination now then 
there was nine years ago. When you look at all 
those African people that gave their presenta-
tions at Voices people get killed over discrimi-
nation. It’s sad. 

I know. When I was talking with Uncle Kevin 
in Melbourne after the Indigenous Gathering 
there he said hearing everyones stories makes 
him realise how lucky it is in Australia that 
there isn’t the killing. Here there’s a slower 
form of killing. People aren’t running around 
with guns shooting like in West Papua, PNG 
over mining. And that makes it sadder to hear 
those stories.  
Yeah. When you look at it over the years 
Australia used to have over 600 nations. And 
you look at it now with only a few hundred 
languages spoken and most of them are half, 
like pidgin English, a mixture of language and 
English. 

And only hundred or so fluently.
Most of them would be in the Northern Ter-
riotry.

Or north WA, Qld and SA. I don’t think many 
are spoken in Victoria.
And that’s sad you know. We got culture. We 
got history. We got language. And they actually 
want to take that away from us rather than pro-
tecting it you know.  Can’t protect land, can’t 
protect culture, can’t protect our traditions.

And it would be similar stories you heard as 
well, the same things taking of culture like in 
Rwanda.
And I see why people would comment on how 
the United Nations  is not doing anything for 
us here in Australia but at least we... Aboriginal 
people here have been killed when you look at 
all the massacres but then Australia don’t even 
what to recognise the massacres. On of the last 
ever massacres that happened here was the 
Coniston Massacre where they killed a majority 
of Anmatyere, Warlpiri and Kaytete   people. 
That was the second last and the very last was 
west of Barrow Creek where they killed a lot of  
Warlpiri, Anmatyerre and Kaytetye. And yet the 
Australia Government doesn’t really want to 
acknowledge them.

Did you have anything else to say?
Nothing really except it’s all about freedom 
fighting!!

Durban Review in Geneva

Barbara Shaw at the Voices, Geneva
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Below is a small selection of projects from 
around the world, though primarily North 
America. They have been included in this issue 
of Wai in order to begin to offer some models 
of projects that are proactive (as opposed 
to reactive), and that are building capacity 
and power from below (rather than making 
demands of those who currently hold power). 
They are projects that are grounded in peoples’ 
needs, including health, shelter, food, energy, 
and safety. Obviously these are only fragments 
of the many actions that people are taking 
at the moment to try and meet their needs 
and desires. There are people acting together, 
taking risks, identifying and offering their gifts, 
defending each other, talking and listening to 
each other in an attempt to create worlds that 
are worth living in. These projects are some 
examples of what can happen when people 
direct their energy in this way.

So this piece is an attempt to spark your 
imagination of what is possible. However, there 
is always a risk when sharing these stories that 
we are left disempowered by the gap between 
where we want to be and where we are. What 
this article does not do is share the stories 
of the myriad of small events, relationships, 
failures, and successes were the foundations for 
these projects. If, like me, you’re not currently 
satisfied, and want to find tools to create new 
ways, perhaps a useful place to start would 
be to find the projects that inspire you, and 
start digging to find out what were the very 
very first steps that people took that began the 
process of creating them (maybe you’ll find 
that something as simple and difficult as trying 
to build real and trusting relationships were 
the the first hesitant steps people made on a 
long path of rebellion... but then we need to 
ask what were the steps that led to the point 
where people began to try and create real 
relationships?). Let me know when you find 
some truffles, or a root vegetable, or anything 
worth mentioning when you’re digging through 
the dirt.

dyler_1@yahoo.com

Shelter/space/land;

Take back the land;

Resource;  http://takebacktheland.org/

Contact;  takebacktheland@gmail.com 

Support; Donate through the website.

Take Back the Land is a squatting project 
initiated and controlled by people of 
colour based in the US. They are focused 
on peoples’ needs for safety and shelter 
and a community’s ability to control 
the land on which it lives. The project 
has three stated objectives; to feed and 
house people; to restore their right to 
control the land in their community; 
and to build a new society in which 
decision-making is centered on the people 
affected by the decisions. The first action 
that the group took was to take over a 
vacant lot in October of 2006 and erect 
a tent city, creating the “Umoja Village 
Shantytown”, which was a home and 
community for 50 otherwise homeless 
people until it was burnt down under 
suspicious circumstances in April of 2007. 
In October of 2007, Take Back the Land 
began scouting empty government and 
foreclosed houses and moving homeless 
people into them.

Health;

Common Ground Health Clinic “Solidarity 
not Charity”;

Resources; 

http://www.commongroundclinic.org/

Support; volunteer or donate through the 
website.

The Common Ground Health Clinic started 
on September 9 , 2005 just days after 
hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf 
Coast. Due to the humanitarian disaster 
and apparent lack of governmental 
response, two community activists, Sharon 
Johnson and Malik Rahim put out a call 
for healthcare workers to help meet the 
overwhelming need. The clinic started 
as a first aid station with the arrival of 
“Street Medics”, which are first responders 
that gained notoriety through mass 
mobilizations of the anti-globalization 
movement. The clinic was originally set 
up in a mosque, with space being donated 
by the Masjid Bilal. Nurses, physicians, 
herbalists, acupunturists, EMTs social 
workers and community activists came 
from around the world to volunteer at 
Common Ground Health Clinic. To date, 
the clinic has recorded over 60,000 patient 
visits- all at no charge to the patient. 
It is building preventative community 
health care, and involves doctors, nurses, 
herbalists, body workers, counselors, 
pharmacists, acupuncturists, social 
workers and physical therapists.

The clinic aims to; deliver quality 
healthcare services for free at the point 
of care; provide quality healthcare 
education for preventive self-care; create 
an environment conducive to patient, staff 
and volunteer learning; provide quality 
integrative healthcare and; work in an anti-
racist paradigm.

Violence, conflict, community defense;

INCITE! Women of colour against violence.

Resource; http://www.incite-national.org/

Contact;  incite_national@yahoo.com

Support; donate through website.

INCITE! is a national activist organization 
of radical feminists of color advancing 
a movement to end violence against 
women of color and their communities 
through direct action, critical dialogue, and 
grassroots organizing.

INCITE! works with groups of women of 
color and their communities to develop 
political projects that address the multiple 
forms of violence women of color 
experience in their lives, on their bodies, 
and in their communities. They identify 
“violence against women of color” as 
a combination of “violence directed at 
communities,” such as police violence, 
war, and colonialism, and “violence 
within communities,” such as rape and 
domestic violence. Chapters and affiliates 
engage in strategies and projects that 
address both personal and state violence, 
acknowledging the ways that oppressions 
intersect in the lives of women of color. 
Some of those projects include producing 
a women of color radio show, challenging 
the non-profitization of antiviolence and 
other social justice movements, organizing 
rallies on street harassment, training 
women of color on self-defense, organizing 
mothers on welfare, building and running a 
grassroots clinic, supporting communities 
to engage in community accountability 

strategies, and much more.

                    Creative Interventions;

Resource;  http://creative-interventions.
org/

Contact;  info@creative-interventions.org

Support; donate through website

Embracing the values of social justice and 
liberation, Creative Interventions is a space 
to re/envision solutions to family, intimate 
partner and other forms of interpersonal 
violence. The project seeks to bring 
knowledge and power back to families and 
the community to resolve family, intimate 
partner and other forms of interpersonal 
violence at early stages and multiple 
points of abuse. It offers resources towards 
collective, creative, and flexible solutions, 
breaking isolation and clearing the path 
towards viable and sustainable systems of 
intervention. Creative Interventions strives 
to shift the point of intervention and body 
of knowledge to those most affected by 
and closest to the violence, and to move 
from isolated and individualized responses 
to collective, coordinated strategies. The 
project focuses primarily on people of 
colour and queer people of colour.

Some of the projects Creative 
Interventions have initiated are the 
National Story Collecting Project, 
which  gathers stories about successful 
community interventions. It was Launched 
in collaboration with Generation FIVE, 
an organisation focused on ending child 
sexual abuse.

 The organisation also created the 
Community-Based Interventions Pilot 
Project, which offers resources to any 
individuals, family members, social 
network members, or community 
groups seeking effective, sustainable 
interventions to family, intimate partner, 
and other forms of interpersonal violence. 
The results of the Community-Based 
Interventions Pilot Project will lead 
to a model replicable across diverse 
communities and geographic regions. 

Resources (food, energy, water, waste 
management etc);

The Rhizome Collective.

Resources;  http://rhizomecollective.org/, 
Toolbox for Sustainable City Living (Book)

Contact; rhizomeoffice@earthlink.net

Support; donate on website

The Rhizome Collective is a project based 
in Austin, Texas in a restored warehouse 
that was purchased by two of the 
collective’s members. The collective adopts 
the framework of “radical sustainability” 
to inform its practice. Radical sustainability 
recognizes the inseparability of ecological 
and social issues. It is “fundamentally 
an approach to enable people who do 
not have political power to gain control 
over basic resources”.  “Autonomous 
development”, a key aspect of radical 

sustainability, is a form of development 
that designs systems that gives control 
over basic resources to the people using 
them, thus increasing community self-
reliance and aiding resistance to resource 
monopolies. Primarily, these systems 
must be able to be used and maintained 
by people without capital or monetary 
wealth. 

The collective has experimented with 
sustainable, autonomous, urban projects. 
They transformed an asphalt wasteland 
into a vibrant space housing constructed 
wetlands, a bicycle and wind turbine, 
rainwater collection tanks, gardens, 
fish ponds, solar ovens, fruit trees and 
chickens. With the aid of a $200,000 
grant from the Environment Protection 
Authority, the collective cleaned up a 9.8 
acre brownfield that they were donated 
and are planning to develop it into an 
ecological justice education park. They 
also converted the warehouse space into 
a community center, with groups putting 
energy into diverse aspects of life, from 
books to prisoners projects, to community 
kitchens, to community radio working from 
the space.

Radical Urban Sustainability Trainings 
(RUST), which are intensive weekend 
seminars teaching urban ecological survival 
skills

Guerrila gardening.

Contact;  talktoraf@hotmail.com

Guerrilla gardening is a tactic that has been 
adopted in various ways and in various 
contexts around the world. A guerrilla 
garden  can look like anything from an 
ornamental flower garden, to an intensive 
food-producing patch. In essence, it is 
about who gets to decide how land is used, 
and who has access to it. In the past 12 
months, guerrilla gardeners in Melbourne 
have created a number of food producing 
patches that are based on permaculture 
principles (i.e. sustainable design, for 
more information on permaculture go to 
http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/perma.
html). These patches produce food for the 
local neighbourhood, and in all cases have 
become a site for people who live close by 
to meet each other and interact in ways 
that aren’t restricted to usual patterns 
of relating in our day-to-day (e.g. seller/
consumer, passing glares and glances, 
asking for the time etc). Melbourne’s 
guerrilla gardens are a model for people 
working together to meet their needs, 
and they also have the potential to break 
down the roles and isolation that keep us 
alienated from each other.

More recently, people involved with 
guerrilla gardening in Melbourne have 
begun diversifying and building the 
project. A community greenhouse has 
been constructed on a friendly land-
owners property so that seedlings can be 
produced self-sufficiently, a ute has been 
bought, and some people have begun to 
work out what a co-op or syndicate model 
could look like. Individuals are exploring 
ways to create models that can meet 
people’s need for meaningful labour, and 
to also acquire money/capital/resources, 
by doing work for people, to meet 
individual and collective needs. This aspect 
of the project is still being defined, but 
one possibility that people have explored 
is to have a co-operative that charges 
individuals and organisation that have a 
lot of money for a service (e.g. installing a 
grey-water system), which would provide a 
small wage for workers in the co-operative, 
cover maintenance costs. This would then 
allow the co-operative to deliver free or 
drastically reduced services to people and 
community groups who have less money. 
The co-operative model also has potential 
to channel resources into other projects 
and co-operatives.

CounTer power : worldwide projeCTs reClaiming our lives
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Ania 

As a student living in Perth, I found 
myself remarkably lucky to have made it 
out to the South Australian desert for ten 
days in May on the Friends of the Earth 
Radioactive Exposure Tour. The radtour 
is a unique experience allowing people 
interested in learning about the nuclear 
industry to go out on country to see ura-
nium mines and to meet people directly 
affected by the nuclear industry past and 
present.

Tackling the nuclear industry can be an 
overwhelming experience, mostly because 
there is no end to the amount of informa-
tion on the issue; from uranium mining, 
nuclear reactors, waste issues, to nuclear 
proliferation, it’s easy to get lost in the 
information. And there’s also the added 
factor of the multi-million dollar mining 
companies we’re fighting, not to mention 
the governments siding with them.

The big picture can be rather scary, but 
actually stepping out onto uranium mines, 
onto country, and making connections 
with people who have for years been 
directly affected by these mining opera-
tions makes it easier to understand. It’s 
no longer some abstract mine in some 
landscape you can’t imagine, affecting 
some people you’ve never met before; 
these are real people with the real deal on 
their doorstep. 

That abstract image of a mine in the back 
of your head becomes the physical site 
of the ugly and protruding Olympic Dam 
uranium/copper mine, or the hundreds 
of white pipes sticking out of the ground 
at Beverley uranium mine where they 
practice in-situ leach uranium mining. 
Those people become real when you hear 
the stories of Arabunna Elder Uncle Kevin 
Buzzacott, Maralinga veteran Avon Hudson 
and Adnyamathanha custodian Jillian 
Marsh. Their personal stories, dating de-
cades back, make the issues more human, 
more accessible. 

There’s no better way than to see it 
yourself – and not only tour the mines and 
ask the workers questions, but then to 
juxtapose that intense, sometimes hostile 
experience with the peaceful time shared 
around the campfire with people who 
share your passions and willingness to 
fight the machine. 

When BHP Billiton took us on a tour 
of Olympic Dam − which takes 35 mil-
lion litres of water daily from the Great 
Artesian Basin for free − it was hard to 
believe some of the things they had to say. 
According to the BHP employee giving the 
tour, the mine had less of an environmen-
tal impact than pastoralism would have, 
and the nuclear industry was alleviating 
people from poverty by providing poor 
countries with power. It was difficult 
not to get hostile and emotional hear-
ing that somewhat bent rationale for the 
existence of such an unsound industry. 
There was an answer to every one of our 
questions and the tour bus was filled with 

suffocating negative energy, lie after lie.

For me, Heathgate Resources’ Beverley 
mine was even harder to stomach because 
of the propaganda which included giant 
placards covering an entire wall concern-
ing their ongoing relationship with Aborigi-
nal communities in the area and showing 
pictures of Aboriginal kids smiling. When 
in fact, in May 2000, local Aboriginal com-
munities were at the gates of Beverley 
protesting and were subsequently put in a 
shipment container and capsicum sprayed 
by the SA police. An 11-year-old local Ad-
nyamathanha girl was capsicum sprayed.

BHP Billiton really seemed to believe what 
they were saying, they were proud of 
what they were doing. In comparison, the 
PR chump at Heathgate Resources was a 
blundering boy behind a company t-shirt. 
He didn’t answer questions properly, 
referring mostly to reports he hadn’t 
seemed to have read, and it felt like he 
had something to hide. When asked about 
the shipping container episode, he refused 
to comment. 

Both companies claimed to have excellent 
relations with Aboriginal communities, but 
after listening to Jillian and Uncle Kevin 
talk, it seemed more like mining compa-
nies were deliberately creating an ongoing 
war of attrition amongst Aboriginal com-
munities who are not consulted properly, 
and are instead split over whether to take 
a mining company’s money. If resources 
are needed in a remote community, 
people living there shouldn’t have to 
have a uranium mine (or a waste dump 
for that matter) in order to have health 
care and infrastructure. These are basic 
human rights and Aboriginal communi-
ties shouldn’t have to settle on corporate 
sponsorship and give up land rights for 
health and housing.

Coming face to face with these issues on 
country was confronting but the land 
itself allowed some peace of mind. Be-
ing out there, seeing the landscape and 
setting foot on red earth or on Lake Eyre, 
I had the strong sense that this country 
was alive. It surprised me how alive it was, 
with it’s gentle and soft sands, yet rough, 
hard, contrasts in colour. 

Every night we camped somewhere dif-
ferent, and by the end it felt like we’d 
been all over the state of South Austra-
lia − Woomera, Roxby Downs, Lake Eyre, 
Copley for coffee and quandong pie (more 
than once thanks to a trailer tyre which 
caught on fire), Marree, a bit of a crazed 

dip into the hot springs at Coward Springs, 
the Blanche Cup and Bubbler Mound 
Springs with Uncle Kevin, the Beverley 
uranium mine, Arkaroola Wilderness 
Sanctuary, the ochre cliffs near Lyndhurst, 
Brachina Gorge, the surrounding Gammon 
Ranges, Port Pirie ...

Aside from the heavy nature of what we 
were doing, life on tour was a lot of fun. 
As a group of 40 people with a range of 
ages, levels of experience, and approaches 
to the issue, it was what some called a 
social experiment. It was particularly 
lovely having a few children on the tour to 
emphasise the importance of the issues. 
Each night a different group helped set 
up dinner and campfires, and slowly the 
swags would surround the fires and the 
stars would come out at full capacity. Mu-
sic was around all the time, singing tunes 
on the bus, off the bus, while the bus was 
bogged, while tyres were flat, while the 
bus wouldn’t start, while faffing ...

And while we were out in the desert it was 
interesting to see the newspapers filling 
with related stories; with BHP announcing 
its proposal to the federal government for 
a uranium mine at Yeelirrie in WA, fol-
lowed by the nuclear bomb test in North 
Korea. While North Korea gets a slap on 
the wrists from the UN, BHP in WA gets a 
tidal wave of anti-nuclear groups on it’s 
ass. This spells out to me that it’s better 
to stop them before the mines get going, 
because the safeguards against nuclear 
proliferation aren’t safe, and while they’re 
not we shouldn’t be touching uranium 
(amongst other reasons to leave it in the 
ground).

Seeing such amazing country, meeting 
so many beautiful people and seeing the 
mines for what they are was an inspiring 
experience, and thanks to this opportunity 
I feel a lot more equipped to do whatever 
I can to make sure uranium stays where it 
belongs – in the ground.

[If you’d like to register interest in coming 
on the April-May 2010 radtour, contact 
<jim.green@foe.org.au>.]

BHP Billiton plan on expanding 
Olympic Dam into the largest mine 
in the world. The planned expansion 
would see:

*  two mines in one – a new open pit mine with the 
existing underground mine continuing to operate 

* uranium production increase from 4000 to 19000 
tonnes per year.  

*uranium and bulk radioactive copper concentrate 
transported by rail through Central Australia for 
export from Darwin.

* the export of  1.6 million tonnes a year of  a uranium 
infused copper concentrate, containing some 400 000 
tonnes of  copper and a few thousand tonnes of  ura-
nium that China would process into nuclear fuel. 

*tailings ‘storage’ facility covering an area of  up to 44 
square km to a height of  up to 65 metres.

*talings leak on average 3 million litres of  radioactive 
waste a day throughout proposed open pit mine opera-
tions to yr 2050 

*5 years digging the world’s largest open pit, to be 3 
km by 3 km across and 350 metres deep to reach the 
radioactive ore.

*pit 4.1 km by 3.5 km across & up to 1 km deep over 
mine life –  a radioactive scar visible from space.

*no intention to rehabilitate the pit by filling it in with 
rock waste and tailings.

* an additional water supply of  over 200 million litres 
a day from desal plant located in the Upper Spencer 
Gulf, the breeding ground of  Giant Australian cuttle 
fish.

*increase extraction from the Great Artesian Basin 
(GAB) from 37 million litres of  water to at least 42 
million litres a day. 

*increase in greenhouse gas emissions of  Olympic Dam 
from 1.2 Mt a year at present up to 5.9 Mt a year 
CO2-e by 2020.Olympic Dam mine would then com-
prise some 1% of  Australia’s total CO2-e emissions. 

*increase the use of  diesel from 25 million litres in 
underground operation to 425 million litres a year 
through out the proposed 5 yr construction

*gain $70 million a year in diesel fuel rebates over the 
five year period to dig the pit to depth that just reaches 
the ore. 

*diesel rebate is more a year than BHP now pays in roy-
alties to the State government from the existing mine. 

*ongoing operations at new mine would use over 375 
million litres of  diesel every yr

As part of the mine expansion process an 
EIS (from which the above has been gener-
ated) has been submitted to SA, NT and 
federal Governments. To read the EIS go to: 
www.olympicdameis.sa.gov.au

To express your views make a public submis-
sion to the EIS by Friday 7th August. A brief 
submission in your own words can be an 
effective contribution to help make sure the 
government listens to your views on BHP’s 
uranium mining plans. 
Address a letter of submission or e-mail to: 

OlympicDamEIS@state.sa.gov.au

For further information contact David Noo-
nan, ACF nuclear campaigner, e-mail: 

d.noonan@acfonline.org.au

Radioactive exposuRe touR 09:
                                     a Reflection

Uncle Kevin Buzzacott talking about the  
Mound Springs photo: ania

“Our land is our life. Once our great grandfa-
thers walked this land. This waste dump will 
destroy our land and animals. We say no. No to 
the waste dump” Christine Morton- Muckaty 
Traditional Owner.

“This land is not empty - people live right 
nearby. We hunt and collect bush tucker here 
and I am the custodian of a sacred site within 
the boundaries of the defence land. We don’t 
want this poison here.” Steven McCormack-
Traditional Owner living 4km from Mt Everard.

July 15, 2009 will mark four years since the 
Howard Government announced plans for a 
federal radioactive waste dump in the NT. 

Three Department of Defence sites -Mt Everard, 
Harts Range and Fishers Ridge- were originally 
named, with Muckaty later added to the short 
list after being contentiously nominated by the 
Northern Land Council. 

The announcement was made with no consulta-
tion with Traditional Owners or the NT Govern-
ment. Decide-announce-defend policy, typical 
of the Howard government. At the time, Senior 
ALP Senators and politicians called legislation 
facilitating the dump, the Commonwealth 
Radioactive Waste Management Act; ‘sordid’, 
‘draconian’ and ‘arrogant’. 

However, despite ALP election promises clearly 
stating they would repeal the Howard-era laws 
that force the dump on the Territory, the Rudd 
Government has continued to push forward
 with the plan. Resources Minister Martin Fer  
                           

                            guson has not indicated any 
                             change in policy, despite ALP 
                             national policy on radioactive 
                             waste management calling for 
                             an ‘open, transparent process’
                             that ‘allows access to appeal 
                             mechanisms’. The current pro
                             cess is vastly different from ALP 
                             promises and platform, and 
                             far out of step with interna
                             tional standards of consulta
                             tion. 

                             The UK Committee on Radioac
                              tive Waste Management (UK 
                              CoRWM) report from July 2006 
                             recommends that “Community 
                              involvement in any proposals 
                              for the siting of long term 
                              radioactive waste facilities 
                              should be based on the 
                             principle of volunteerism, that  
                             is, an expressed willingness to  
                             participate”.

The report acknowledges; “There is a growing 
recognition that it is not ethically acceptable for 
a society to impose a radioactive waste facility 
on an unwilling community”. 

In contrast, affected people in the NT found out 
though the media. Barry Utley, who runs Yeltu 
Park station, surrounding the Fisher’s Ridge 
site on all four sides, recalls; “…a friend rang us 
that night and said, ‘Did you happen to get the 
newspaper’? It mentioned that Fishers Ridge is 
to be one out of three sites chosen for a nuclear 
waste dump. The news turned our world upside 
down.”

Traditional Owners, the NT Government, 
national environment and health groups 
have written time and time again to Minister 
Ferguson asking when the dump laws will be 
scrapped and the site nominations revoked. The 
answers received are literally cut and pasted 
from one reply to the next.

The letters say the Minister “will not take piece-
meal steps or decisions on radioactive waste 
management, ” which has involved taking no 
decisions and keeping a closed door on this 
issue for the past 18 months. 

Marlene Bennett, a Traditional Owner from 
the Muckaty Land Trust, one of the targeted 
sites, summed it up giving evidence at a Senate 
Inquiry last year; “I would just like to question 
why Martin Ferguson is sitting on this issue like 
a hen trying to hatch an egg”.

While the letters from Minister Ferguson es-
pouse that  “no decisions will be taken without 
appropriate stakeholder consultation,” he was 
quoted on ABC on April 30 saying, “I’m not go-
ing to go around this country wasting taxpayers 
dollars having consultations about a potential 
site that has not been determined.”  He said 
that there would be proper consultation after a 
recommendation for an ‘appropriate site’ had 
been made.

With ALP policy and promises decaying signifi-
cantly faster than radioactive waste, its no won-
der communities are worried that the NT sites 
will still be targeted. More and more people are 
starting to speak out and demand action. 

Traditional Owners and community members 
from the targeted sites continue to travel 
around the country, speaking at public meet-
ings and to media, to raise the national profile 
of the dump campaign.

A letter signed by 58 Traditional Owners of the 
Muckaty Land Trust was recently sent to Minis
ter Ferguson. The letter reaffirmed opposition 
to the proposal;  “We want you to know that 
Traditional Owners are waiting to show you that 
the country means something to them. That 
is why we want you to come along and to see 
because we don’t want that rubbish dump to 
be here in Muckaty area”. 

There has been increasing support from Trade 
Unions, which is crucial to building pressure on 
the Government in the lead up to the ALP Nati-
onal Conference at the end of July.

On June 4, the Australian Council of Trade Un-
ions (ACTU) Congress voted to support NT 
communities and workers fighting the propos-
ed dump. 
 
The motion, which passed uncontested, de-
manded repeal of the CRWMA, a scrapping of 
all site nominations, called for a public inquiry 
into radioactive waste management and 
crucially, vowed to support traditional owners 
and trade unionists refusing to cooperate with 
implementation of the current dump policy.
 
Groundwork for this ACTU resolution began in 
April, when Muckaty Traditional Owners Dianne 
Stokes, Mark Lane and Mark Chungaloo spoke 
at a public meeting in Wollongong, hosted by 
the Illawarra Aboriginal Land Council. 

At the meeting, veteran union activist Fred 

Moore explained the breadth of support for 
Gurindji people during the Wave Hill station-
walk off in the late 1960’s, recalling how the 
Seaman’s Union had refused to load cattle 
from NT Stations in solidarity with the striking 
workers. 

The potential for similar action was raised by 
MUA Illawarra secretary Garry Keane, who pro-
posed that workers refuse to unload radioactive 
waste returning to Australia if earmarked for 
any of the NT sites.

The secretive transport and export of radioac-
tive materials through Wollongong and out 
of Port Kembla only weeks prior was strongly 
condemned by the local community. Everyone 
spoke fervently about building alliances with 
people in the NT to collectively oppose govern-
ment support for the nuclear industry.

South Coast Labor Council Secretary Arthur Ror-
ris said “It disappoints me knowing, and I think 
its shameful, that the lands of the first 
Australians, the Traditional Owners, are treated 
in such a way that they are regarded as a 
waste dump… What was shown with the Lucas 
Heights [radioactive transport] is that the peo-
ple of this region still support the nuclear free 
policy, it is something that the union movement 
will not change... its not going to change. ”

On July 15 targeted communities in the North-
ern Territory will be calling on Prime Minister 
Kevin Rudd to immediately drop the waste 
dump plan and to drop Minister Ferguson from 
the radioactive waste portfolio.

The campaign opposing the national radioactive 
waste dump proposed for South Australia was a 
ten-year battle, but was won through commu-
nity resilience and perseverance. People from 
targeted areas, living along potential transport 
routes and supporters nationally must maintain 
unwavering and vocal opposition to the NT 
dump plan to achieve the same result.
www.beyondnuclearinitiative.wordpress.
com
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On the 6th May exploratory drilling began at 
the Angela Pamela uraniumdeposit 25 kms 
south of Alice Springs. The deposit located 
withinAlice Springs’ water catchment area is 
just 10 kilometres away fromthe proposed 
Rocky Hill Bore. It is being explored by a joint 
ventureincluding the world’s largest uranium 
exporter Canada’s Cameco andPaladin Resourc-
es. John Borshoff, CEO of Paladin Resources, 
was headgeologist when the site was originally 
explored in the 1970’s. Thedrilling at Angela 
Pamela is the latest uranium development in 
CentralAustralia following the exploration (and 
mine application) for NolansBore, near Aileron, 
135km north of Alice Springs, and exploration-
drilling at Napperby, 225km North West of Alice 
Springs, and OwenSprings, 45kms west of Alice 
Springs. 

In spite of the assurance of NT Mines Minis-
ter Kon Vastkalis, at apublic meeting in Alice 
Springs in late March that “the community-
would be informed when drilling was to com-

mence”. No information was passed onto the 
residents of Alice Springs from the NT Govern-
ment. Instead Alice Springs residentscame to 
know about the drilling via ABC radio and TV 
news broadcastsof journalists visiting the site 
and interviewing managers fromCameco. 

As Dr Clive Rosewarne, from the Public Health 
Association Australia,informed a 300 strong 
rally at the town council lawns on Saturday 
9thMay, ‘the commencement of drilling is 
further contempt from the NTMines Minister 
towards the residents of Alice Springs’. 

This contempt for Central Australian resi-
dents was apparent when Minister Vatskalis 
was questioned by the community about his 
knowledge of Cameco’shistory of leaks, spills 
and accidents, he claimed that he did notknow 
and that it did not matter. This contempt is also 
shown in theway in which the NT Government 
approved the Mine Management Plan onThurs-
day 30th April in spite of the Environmental 
Management Plan for drilling still being drafted 
by Cameco. The Mine Management Plan refers 
constantly to the Environmental Management 
Plan as supplying further detail on the way the 
mine will be managed. 

The question remains how can something 
that impacts on the environmental- the Mine 
Management states there are to be 120 holes 

drilled at the site over several month period- be 
approved without theinformation about what 
environmental impact this drilling will have be-
ing available to the Minister? 

Given the NT Governments mining push, the 
budget for the period 2007-2011 allocated 
$11.4 million to encourage investment in the 
mining sector in the NT, it’s easy to see that for 
Cameco and the Government money is more 
important than the environment.

However, to many residents of Alice Springs this 
is not the case.As many said at a rally outside 
Cameco’s office on the evening thatdrilling 
commenced, tears were rolling down their 
faces as they heardthe news. Tears at the reali-
sation that since the ground had beenbroken 
radioactive dust blowing towards town and 
contamination ofwater supply was no longer a 
distant prospect but was now an actualfear and 

concern; tears at the thought that Alice Springs 
may becomeAustralia’s next uranium mining 
town. That the city that has the most sun hours 
in Australia and the status of a “Solar city” has 
thepotential to be the next exporter of the 
most radioactive and toxicsubstance humans 
have discovered. Tears at the whole granting 
andcommencement process and they way the 
town was informed about the drilling. Tears 
that they haven’t been explained satisfactorily 
whatimpact the drilling will have on the water 
tables. And that thisdoesn’t seem to be a con-
cern of the NT Government in spite of thenu-
merous times this has been expressed to 
them. That there has been nobaseline radiation 
studies of the air in Alice to determine wheth-
erany change is a result of the drilling T

The town is concerned about this (and rightly 
so): we are talkingabout a water catchment 
here! We are talking potential dust,radiation, 
cancer, tailings dams, waste, nuclear weapons. 
We talking of maybe moving from a town that 
people have come to love and raisetheir fami-
lies in. We are talking about the potential threat 
of a tailings dam that could last for thousands 
and thousands of years in a city that’s not even 
a century old. We are talking about the dream-
ings of country being altered permanently. We 
are talking about a company that has had three 
mines leak in the last four years all involving the 
contamination of ground water. We are talking 
about a company, Cameco, whose largest mine 
at Cigar Lake, Canada, collapsed in 2006 filling 
in 18% of the worlds Uranium. We are talking 
of the most harmful, most poisonous substance 
humans have found: uranium. It doesn’t  mat-
ter if you breathe it, drink it, work with it or 
just live near it; any exposure to it increases the 
risk to your health. All of which is a reminder 
that the safest spot to leave uranium is in the 
ground!

Public meeting in Wollongong supporting communi-
ties fighting Nuclear waste dump in the NT

drilling aT 
        angela pamela:   
   
   laTesT nT 
               uranium pusH

“It doesn’t  matter if you 
breathe it, drink it, work 
with it or just live near it; 
any exposure to it (uranium) 
increases the risk to your 
health.”

“It disappoints me knowing, and I think its shameful, that the 
lands of the first Australians, the Traditional Owners, are treat-
ed in such a way that they are regarded as a waste dump…”

noT a wasTeland: 
          nT nuClear wasTe dump Cam-  
                  paign growing sTronger

Mt Everard traditional owner Steven Mccormack 
with family photo: Steve Strike
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We members of the Prescribed Area 
Peoples’ Alliance have made the following 
statement at our June 18-19 meeting.

We mob gathered here from all over. Black 
people and their supporters need to stand 
and fight together. We Aboriginal people 
are getting big problems from the main-
stream system. We’re disempowered. The 
Intervention is taking our rights away. We 
need to be recognised, even though we 
are a minority in Australia. Support us to 
fight both the Federal and Northern Terri-
tory governments, their system and what 
they’re doing to us.

Everybody else has their rights. Aboriginal 
people aren’t recognised. We are our own 
leaders, passed down through our fami-
lies. We don’t need leaders in parliament 
to speak. We can use our own voice. The 
government says they support the Decla-
ration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
but they haven’t made it legal. Aboriginal 
people are being treated as second class 
citizens.

Assimilation and Rights to Culture
The government want to make Aboriginal 
people into white people. They are push-
ing us into a corner. That will mean they 
will take away everything that we belong 
to. Our culture and law would be lost. The 
Intervention is an attack on Aboriginal 
people’s identity. White law is not work-
ing otherwise we wouldn’t be here talking 
about the Intervention.

Racism
We shouldn’t have separate Aboriginal 
policies. Racism cuts us away. It feels like 
we’re not citizens of Australia. People 
discriminate against us in every way. We 
don’t have our rights. The government 
is running us down altogether under the 
Intervention. It’s demeaning to us.

We want the government to reinstate the 
Racial Discrimination Act (1975). Human 
rights for all! Bringing back the Racial Dis-
crimination Act will empower us again.

Homelands and Communities
Homelands are our traditional country. 
It’s where we teach our kids about our 
culture. It’s been handed down from gen-
eration to generation. We need to keep 
the traditional ties to our land. People are 
healthier and stronger living on home-
lands but the government wants to push 
us out.

Everybody pays rent but there are no 
basic services like running water, phones 
or electricity for our homelands. We need 
public transport to help people get home

and out of town. The government says no 
more funding for services. If people are 
forced to leave homelands they will lose 
everything, including their identity. Why 
would we give up our land now, after what 
our old people went through to get it?

We sat down on the land and fought to 
get the land to begin with, and that’s how 
we will keep it. These are our homelands. 
We fought long and hard to get native 
title. Now they come with this policy of 
denying of services and resources. It’s 
wrong. We are going to stay there forever 
- We are not moving! 

Government Business Managers
As Traditional Owners we don’t have a 
say anymore. The Government Business 
Manager’s (GBM) have got the policy and 
procedures manual behind them and think 
they wield the power. They made all these 
rules down in Canberra, never consulted 
with us and the GBM just tells us all the 

new rules. They are working against our 
people. In communities GBM’s houses get 
put up in a matter of days, but we’re still 
waiting for houses and schools. People 
from our communities should be manag-
ing our communities.

Income Management
The basics card is discriminatory to us all. 
We have had no consultation. It’s taking 
away our rights and degrading us. It’s very 
racist. We are going backwards to the 
welfare days. Little children are sacred, 
but under the Intervention they are going 
hungry.

The Basics card takes away our indepen-
dence and ability to contribute to family 
expenses. It makes it hard to travel for 
funerals and cultural business. Nothing 
has changed since the basic card has been 
introduced. It’s not doing anything for the 
kids. 

We need more support for those that 
need help with income management, 

not blanket quarantines for everyone. It’s 
making it harder for us to live day to day. 

Income management should be voluntary. 

We need to fight for our rights – they’ve 
been taken away from us. We want basic 
rights – not Basics cards!

Housing/Leases

The government is only promising housing 
to a few communities who sign 40 year 
leases. All the rest miss out. It’s causing 
argument and division between communi-
ties. We are all in this together. We want 
housing without signing a lease.

They’re pushing us into a situation where 
land is the name of the game. They want 
the minerals that are in the sacred lands 
right across the territory. They want to 
take the town camps now but there are 
always strings attached. The government 

will control the country then. We want to 
stay in control. We need to work together. 
We don’t want the government to take 
over our communities and camps.

Consultation
We feel shame. This policy is continuing 
to put us down. Proper consultation is 
government coming to our homelands 
or communities, sitting down with us to 
listen and talk to us face to face. Listen to 
our ideas. People need to have ownership 
over decisions that affect their commu-
nity. Jenny Macklin says she is talking to 
people in the communities, but everytime 
we invite her to come meet with us she 
refuses. 

Bilingual Education
We didn’t come on the boat with the Gov-
ernment, they need to understand we had 
our own language before they came with 
English. We want to keep passing it on.
We want the government to support bilin-
gual schools. We want Aboriginal languag-
es taught in schools. All schools should 
have cross-cultural training for teachers. 
Bilingual language is keeping our culture 
alive and strong. 

Health
This Intervention was supposed to be 
about helping Aboriginal people. Health 
and education should be the first priority. 
It’s a disgrace. People needing medical 
help have to travel into town. Pregnant 
women have to travel long distances on 
buses to give birth. We used to have a 
mobile clinic that visited outstations. The 
government has made a lot of cut backs to 
health and mothers’ services on communi-
ties. 

Under the Intervention policy the govern-
ment said they’re going to make it 

better for indigenous people - better in 
housing, education and health. They say 
they’re closing the gap in a few years but 
it’s not getting smaller, it’s getting bigger 
and bigger.  It’s dividing the nation and 
getting worse for everyone.

We want Aboriginal controlled medical 
services to be fully-funded. Remote com-
munities need clinics with full-time staff. 

Police
Under the Intervention police have Star 
Chamber powers where they can hold Ab
original people for longer periods. Police 
should not be able to enter our ceremony. 
The police think that we are low down 
people. 

Deaths in custody are increasing. We 
should have independent people inves-
tigating any deaths in custody. We don’t 
trust the police. Police should have per-
mits to search our houses and people.
All governments must implement the 
recommendations from the report into 
Aboriginal deaths in custody. 

Moving Forward:
We want to work together, Aboriginal and 
non-Aboriginal people to fight the inter-
vention. We need support right around 
the country. Together we can overturn this 
racist legislation and move towards real 
self-determination. We should never again 
be subjected to policies of assimilation. 
Human rights for all!

Statement made by members of the 
Prescribed Area Peoples’ Alliance from:
Angkelengklwe, Black Tank, Harry Creek, 
Sixteen Mile, Angulur, West Waterhouse,  
Iteyepinpye and Laynhapuy homelands. 
Yuendumu, Finke, Papunya, Tara, Ntaria, 
Mutitjulu, Galawinku, Ramingining and 
Milingimbi communities and Hidden 
Valley, Palmers, Mt Nancy and Trucking 
Yards town camps 

Stop the Intervention: Self Determina-
tion not Assimilation
No takeover of Aboriginal town camps
Full funding, housing and services for 
all communities and homelands
No blanket welfare quarantines
Reinstate the Racial Discrimination Act 
(1975)
Aboriginal control of Aboriginal affairs

www.rollbacktheintervention.word-
press.com

Stop the Intervention: Self-Determination not  Assimilation

PAPA press conference Parliament House Darwin Friday 19th June 

THe norTHern TerriTory emergenCy response (nT inTervenTion): 2 years on

Rally Raintree Park, Darwin Sat 20th June
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The Intervention and the 
Budget

$807.4 million has been committed 
over three years to continuing the inter-
vention and related policies in the N.T. 
The government says the intervention 
is moving into a “sustainable develop-
ment phase” to ensure the measures 
are “effective” long term. In this new 
phase, compulsory income manage-
ment will be slightly modified to allow 
the lifting of the current suspension of 
the Racial Discrimination Act 1975.  

Policing will be increased, including 5 
new police stations and 60 additional 
police. Funding will go to substance 
abuse issues, but rather than funding 
development and expansion of treat-
ment and rehab programs or addressing 
underlying causes of substance abuse, 
this money will be directed to “alcohol 
management plans, signage, licens-
ing inspectors, and other activities...”. 
While there are a number of commit-
ments to the increasing and construc-
tion of education infrastructure, these 
measures will benefit a very small 
proportion of the population affected 
by the intervention. Significant funding 
will be directed towards bureaucratic 
implemention of intervention measures 
– administering income management, 
licensing regimes for stores, continu-
ation of Business Managers, provision 
of “Indigenous Engagement Officers” 
(presumably non-Indigenous, as with 
most other intervention created posi-
tions), implementation and manage-
ment costs, and so on.

It is becoming increasingly obvious that 
focusing on controversial measures 
such as income management and 
substance abuse, fuelling racist colonial 
rhetoric about Indigenous people being 
“backwards”, “uncivilized”, “troubled”, 
thus necessitating paternalistic control 
and “civilization” (aka colonisation) by 
whites, is merely designed to hide the 
more blatantly colonial aspects of the 
intervention and related policies, such 
as compulsory acquisition of land and 
the attempts to force people off smaller 
communities into hub communities, to 
open them up as “towns”, assimilated 
into a wider capitalist society. 

Sunrise Health Service Aboriginal Corporation 
CEO Irene Fisher writes from Katherine:

It is 15 days since the Rudd Labor Government 
announced it would continue the NT Interven-
tion for a further three years. The Government 
promised that the results of the Intervention 
would be monitored and that changes would 
be “evidence-based”.

What evidence is there that the Intervention 
has directly assisted in caring for our chil-
dren  — the premise on which the Intervention 
has been based?

The Sunrise Health Service has been at the 
front line in dealing with the health compo-
nents of the NTER. The child health checks 
were seen as a new and innovative measure 
under the Intervention; however Sunrise had 
been conducting such checks in our region 
since the Medical Benefits Item was intro-
duced.

Sunrise’s success rate is significantly higher 
than areas of the Territory in which the child 
health checks were carried out by visiting 
rather than local health professionals  — 95 
per cent compared to 74 per cent of children. 
Anaemia in children generally leads to poor 
growth and development and is an accepted 
indicator of poor nutrition and children’s 
general health. Sunrise is able to make direct 
comparisons between pre and post Interven-
tion data.

In the six months to December 2006, the 
rate in our region was 20 per cent. This was 
unacceptably high but had been reducing. By 
December 2007, the figure had gone up to 36 
per cent. By June 2008, this level had reached 
55 per cent, a level that was maintained in 
the six months to December 2008. To be fair, 
there may be other factors involved, but we 
know the Intervention and its handmaiden of 
income management has had a direct impact 
on nutrition.

As income management first arrived in Kather-
ine in late 2007, we documented a number of 
instances where the roll out affected peoples’ 
capacity to purchase food at all. This included 
diabetics being unable to access managed in-
come for weeks at a time in the period leading 
up to Christmas 2007. It is worrying that the 
collection of evidence under the child health 
check initiative will cease at 30 June. Despite 
the fact that its Territory-wide coverage is only 
74 per cent and that the program has only 
been monitored for 18 months, that set of evi-
dence will no longer be collected in a coordi-
nated way through the Intervention process.

Compulsory and universal income manage-
ment was designed, according to its propo-
nents, to protect our children. Half of welfare 
income is now effectively quarantined for the 
70 per cent of the Aboriginal population of the 
NT on Aboriginal land as well as community 
living areas and town camps. One hundred per 
cent of baby bonus money is also quarantined 
and made available over three months —  un-
like its lump sum availability for other Austra-
lian mothers. Likewise, the Rudd Government 
stimulus money is 100 per cent managed and 

again paid out over a period of months rather 
than a lump sum.

Income management affects aged pensioners 
without children, functional families, those 
who neither drink nor take drugs and families 
in which school attendance is high. Access to 
quarantined money is controlled through the 
issue of the Basic Card, a form of debit card 
which is only available to be used at approved 
stores, and for approved purchases. If people 
want to buy items outside these stores  — such 
as white goods, furniture or children’s 
toys  — they must obtain a written quote, with 
the government paying for such goods directly 
with the supplier.

It’s a bizarre and bureaucratic system with an 
annual cost  — mostly through the employ-
ment of hundreds of public servants to “man-
age”  — of some $90 million a year. $90 million 
to “manage” some $270 million of quarantined 
income. It’s hard to imagine a more inefficient 
government program and there is no evidence 
that it will work as claimed. Income manage-
ment has not reduced alcohol or drug con-
sumption, indeed the alcohol restrictions on 
prescribed communities has merely shifted the 
problem to town. It has not stopped humbug 
or the conversion of Basic Card purchases into 
cash for grog. Nor has it increased the supply 
of fresh food which is vital to fighting anaemia.

Jenny Macklin cited so-called “evidence” on 
this matter in a press release last July when 
she said there was some evidence of an im-
provement in the consumption of fresh food. 
It turned out this “evidence” was based on 
phone calls to ten stores. Six said yes when 
asked if sales of fresh food had increased, 
without supporting evidence; one said no, and 
three were unknown.
So much for evidence-based policy replac-
ing ideology. The claim by Jenny Macklin that 
Labor “will take an evidence-based approach 
to improve the social, hollow, cultural and eco-
nomic well-being of Indigenous Australians” 
frankly rings hollow.

Income management shames those who live 
under it and takes us back to the days of the 
mission. It sets Aboriginal people apart from 
their fellow Australians. I have yet to see any 
evidence that the removal of human rights 
leads to better health or educational outcomes 
or can protect our children. It has been calcu-
lated that over the next 25 years, some 30,000 
Aboriginal children will be born in the NT. At a 
rough estimate, some 20,000 will grow up in 
the environment of the “prescribed communi-
ties”. Unless things change, these kids will grow 
up under a regime in which they do not enjoy 
the human rights the rest of us do. Already 
about 1,200-1,400 Aboriginal kids have been 
born into this brave new world.
And the Intervention was supposed to save our 
kids.

• This is an edited version of a talk prepared 
by Irene Fisher for a public forum in Sydney on 
Mar h 22, organised by the Stop the Interven-
tion Collective Sydney. It was delivered by 
Professor Larissa Behrendt on behalf of Irene, 
who was ill. 

How the NT intervention is harming children

crowd marching past old melbourne goal saturday 20th June, rally against 2 years of NT Intervention

THe norTHern TerriTory emergenCy response (nT inTervenTion): 2 years on

Depsite the rain hundreds marched in Sydney demanding an end to the racist intervention

Valerie Martin from Yuendumu addressing the 
crowd outside the State Library, Melbourne 
June 20th

Rally in Sydney Saturday June 20th 

“The ‘Intervention’, more than anything 
else, exposed the neglect and  pretend 
ignorance of successive generations of 
government...  An Intervention that tried 
to blame Indigenous culture, our ‘permit 
system’ and ‘land rights’ for their igno-
rance and lack of action over decades.” 
Yananymul Mununggurr, CEO Laynahupy Homelands, speech to 

ACTU 20-6-09

“Still nothing has 
changed. Two years 
after the Interven-
tion and nothing has 
changed. We are not 
animals and yet they 
are treating us like 
guinea pigs.” Valerie 
Martin, Melbourne, Saturday 
20th June



 Some Current Renew Newcastle  
 Projects:

 Upcycling Shop 2, Silk House, 200 Hunter 
 St, Newcastle: a gallery and workshop 
 featuring art and design that has been 
 refashioned in interesting ways.

 arthive Shop 2, 111 Hunter St: Gallery and  
 studio complex maintained by a zany collec
 tive of Newcastle Artists.

 Mad Hatters Milnery Shop 18/19 Mar
 ket Square Terrace Level, 119 Hunter St 
 Newcastle NSW 2300 (opposite Rivers): a 
 beautiful new shop, selling handcrafted hats 
 and accessories - with something to suit all  
 tastes.

 Art Brasil Shop 24 Market Square: is a 
 shopfront for unique, hand-made artisan 
 jewellery, crafted locally. The shop functions 
 as a workshop and studio space, where the 
 artisan create his jewellery, and will offer 
 free jewellery-making classes.

 SilkHouseARtProjects (SHARP) Shop 1, Silk 
 House, 200 Hunter Street: developed out of 
 the need of site-specific installation artists 
 to take advantage of the rare spaces and 
 rare opportunities that become available for 
 site-specific installation art.

 Gallery Raw Newcastle House of Photog
 raphy Shop 1, 147 Hunter St: Newcastle 
 House of Photography is a meeting place 
 for anyone interested in art photography. Be 
 that pros or amateurs, students or enthu
 siasts.The space will be used to hang exhibi
 tion prints & show case local talent as either 
 individual photographers or group works. 
 www.galleryraw.com

  Loop SpaceGround Floor, 109 Hunter St   
  The work of artist Solange Kershaw, an 
  electronic music composer and Damian  
  Castaldi is a percussionist and sound artist. 
 They do a variety of audio, web and digital 
 media  related work with a bit of teaching  
 and program management on the side. 
 They are also the co-founders of Loop 
 Magazine, which has now transformed into 
 Loop Space thanks to Renew Newcastle.
  http://loopoz.com

  Make Space, Shop 1, Ground Floor, Market 
  Square. Cnr Morgan St & Hunter St Mall
  Open on the corner of Morgan St and the 
  Mall “Make Space” is a small co-operative 
  workshop and artisan store.The front of  
  features a range of hand-made products 
  from five makers, both functional and 
  decorative. At the back of the shop on 
  public view will be five artisan studio 
  spaces used to produce the goods.

  The Beanstalk Organic Food Co-op 3 Mor
  gan St Newcastle 
 The beanstalk was established two years   
 ago by three friends who were concerned 
 at the lack of access to healthy and safe 
 food for the community. Beanstalk uses 
 Renew Newcastle’s Morgan Street head
 quarters as a storage and distribution point 
 for their weekly organic food distribution. 
 http://www.beanstalk.org.au/

 The rest of the projects as well as a map 
 showing where each project is located can
 be found at:
          www.renewnewcastle.org. 
  It also has a contact point if you yourself   
  are interested in getting involved.
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Marcus Westbury

As you walk through the centres of many 
Australian regional towns you notice a 
common and depressing phenomenon. In 
many parts of Australia, including suburban 
main streets, large parts of old shopping 
strips are empty and boarded up — victims 
of changing transport patterns, the rise of 
suburban shopping centres and an inability 
to keep up with changing times and expec-
tations. It is a problem that will only get 
worse as retail activity slows through the 
recession. 
In Newcastle, where the problem has been 
particularly acute for over a decade, a proj-
ect that I’ve been involved with has demon-
strated that something positive can actually 
be done about it. 

Visitors to Newcastle’s Hunter Street Mall in 
recent weeks have noticed a sudden abun-
dance of new activity. Since February the 
not-for-profit company Renew Newcastle 
has been taking over some of the 150-odd 
empty shops in the Newcastle CBD and 
making them available to artists, cultural 
projects and creative enterprises. 
We’ve convinced private property own-
ers — from the large and publicly-listed 
GPT Group down to local small business 
people with only one empty shop — to lend 
us their vacant spaces. We take them on a 
rolling temporary basis, keep them clean, 
spruce them up and fill them with creative 
initiatives. In Newcastle we’ve placed 15 
projects by artists, craftspeople, artisans, 
jewellers, architects, designers, and publish-
ers. What were until recently empty shops 
and eyesores are now full of original, local, 
creative activity. We have about 10 more 
projects in progress that will open later this 
month or early next.
 
The project is only beginning but it is al-
ready showing that life can be brought back 
to ailing cities and streets if the right

conditions are in place. The long term ef-
fects remain to be measured but Newcastle 
is starting to see a real change from the 
drab, emptying CBD that we started with. 
People who have not ventured into the CBD 
in years are curious enough to visit the city 
again. 

Newcastle and Australia are not alone in 
having a problem with empty shops. In the 
last week, the UK Government has an-
nounced that it will be rolling out a similar 
scheme as part of their strategy to save dy-
ing main streets and regional centres across 
the UK. 

Their government is offering grants up to 
£1,000 ($2000) to people who find creative 
uses for vacant local shops. In addition it is 
relaxing planning rules to allow changes of 
use outside local guidelines and encourag-
ing temporary lease agreements to encour-
age community or creative use during the 
recession. 

Like Renew Newcastle, the British scheme 
is a simple lateral response that turns the 
problem of surplus unused space into the 
opportunity of cheap space for projects 
and initiatives that might otherwise never 
get off the ground. By fostering the creative 
and the local, empty main streets don’t just 
compete with the rise of suburban shopping 
centres but become hubs for a creative, 
local diversity that generic shopping centres 
can never compete with. 

While the UK Government is taking the 
lead on fostering such schemes, Australian 
governments are a long way behind in em-
bracing this kind of approach. Such schemes 
remain incredibly difficult to get off the 
ground here. It’s taken almost 10 years, 
from when the idea of Renew Newcastle

 was first proposed to government, to cre-
ate the reality that is now reinvigorating the 
city. One key lesson from the experience 
is that it was an alliance of local communi-
ties, artists, activists and private enterprise 
that has been able to take the initiative in 
an area where a decade or more of govern-
ment schemes, strategies and master-plans 
have manifestly failed. 

The most significant factor in the British 
announcement is not the grants for activat-
ing shopfronts but rather the recognition 
that other aspects of government policy 
actually stifle this kind of local, small-scale, 
low-capital initiative. Regulatory frame-
works, designed for high-capital, large-scale 
development, block inexpensive temporary 
uses in ways their authors never intended. 
Tax incentives encourage property owners 
to leave buildings to rot. 

Meanwhile, poorly designed funding pro-
grams are neither timely nor responsive 
to the opportunities and initiative that are 
actually available. Lack of policy imagina-
tion means that revitalisation plans focus 
on infrastructure rather than activity. The 
abstract fantasies of planners ignore the 
real-life creative realities of people willing 
to take risks and revive their cities. 

In Australia, government is yet to step up 
and take responsibility. Council regulations 
and processes, state government rules and 
the federal tax system are all part of the 
problem, yet each simply uses the other as 
the reason not to act. 

Renew Newcastle has already achieved a 
lot of what we hoped for. We could do a lot 
more if the policy settings actually encour-
aged what we do. It’s time Australia looked 
to Newcastle and we all looked to the UK to 
see what can be done to revive struggling 
streets, cities and towns. 

Marcus Westbury is a former organiser of This 
is not art Festival in Newcastle and Next Wave 
Festival in Melbourne. He is currently working 
This article originally appeared on New Matlida 
www.newmatilda.org on the.  Since the pub-
lication more sites have opened up in Newcastle 
and there are currently over 15 locations listed 
on the website. 

What were until recently empty shops and eyesores 
are now full of original, local, creative activity.

: Rebirth Doesn’t Have To Be So Hard

opening of exhibition at artive one of many renewcatle projects, phote from renew newcastle web-
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Traditi onal Owners are opposing the devel-
opment of a gas precint in the Kimberley re-
gion by Woodside and the WA Government. 
The development was supposedly agreed to 
through negoti ati ons with the full agreement 
of Jabirr-Bajirr and Goolarbooloo claimants. 
This is not the case. While some Traditi onal 
Owners have agreed to the proposal, others 
have not, and refuse to sign saying that mon-
etary compensati on can not replace what 
will be lost if the development goes ahead.

Joseph Roe, Senior Goolarbooloo Traditi onal 
Owner, law maker and custodian says he has 
been misrepresented by the Kimberly Land 
Council. 

A statement released by Mr Roe reads:
“Apart from the obvious environmental im-
pact of this proposed industrialisati on, which 
has been well documented, the signifi cant 
issue of the preservati on of our aboriginal 
cultural and spiritual heritage, has not been 
given due considerati on.

The Law and Song Cycles of Walmadan are 
not ancient history, but present-day fact.
This Law has been kept alive through my 
grandfather Paddy Roe and now through me.

If this threatened development goes ahead, 
our country is gone forever. Our country 
holds our Heritage, including our burial sites, 
and most importantly the Song Cycle that 
runs through this country from the north of 
the Dampier Peninsula, south to Bidyadanga, 
the area below Roebuck Bay.

Your voice can draw att enti on to this greatp-
light and help protect our ancient and sacred 
Song Cycles – Bugarigaara (Dreamti me). 
Thank you.’

The LNG Gas Precinct Proposal encompasses 
an area of 3600 hectares, to be uti lized for 
between 30 and 100 years. For Traditi onal 
Owners of the area, this is a dangerous pros-
pect. Indigenous Culture is ti ed inherently to 
Country. Without Country, Culture and Law 
cannot be practi sed. The site-specifi c cultural 
heritage as it has arisen directly from the 
coastline cannot be relocated or put on hold 
while Country is destroyed for Industry. Any 
amount of money in compensati on cannot 
be substi tuted for Country. No amount of 
rehabilitati on can replace the living systems 
that are foundati onal to a culture tens of 
thousands of years old. 

The proposed Precinct lies in the heart of 
the Lurujarri Heritage Trail, a songline and 
walking trail established to preserve and pass 
on knowledge of Country and Culture that 
has survived for thousands and thousands 
of generati ons. The proposal will interrupt 
the conti nuity of the Northern Traditi on 
Song Cycle, the songline for this land, as 
well as the linkage of the ancient ceremonial 
grounds and unique environment that can-
not be repaired.

Kerianne Coz, a Jabirr-Jabirr woman, last 
Chairperson for Beagle Bay in Aboriginal 
Council in 2004, says that the W.A. govern-
ment’s plan to expedite the mining of Liquid 
Natural Gas (LNG) in the coastal Kimberley 

area will deny Aboriginal self-determinati on, 
sovereignty and custodianship.  She says 
community fears have not been addressed, 
including depleti on of food and water 
resources of the surrounding communiti es;  
destructi on of marine birthing places off  
James Price Point; interrupti on and damage 
to local Eco-tourism businesses operati ng in 
the area;  potenti al damage to land and sea 
environments from constructi on,  leakages 
and other accidents; the harmful social 
impact on the lives of all people in the sur-
rounding area;  and the denial of freedom 
to practi se the law and culture of the local 
people.

The ti me given for consultati ons and submis-
sions to government by local communiti es 
about the proposal was severely inadequate. 
The government has also announced its 
intenti on to compulsorily acquire the land 
regardless of the outcome of negoti ati ons. 

Mr Roe says that att empts to suggest that 
the development of the Gas Plant will lead 
to “improved conditi ons” for Aboriginal 
people in the Kimberley were ridiculous.  He 
said industry had made litt le diff erent to the 
lives of Indigenous people in places such as 
Kununurra and Port Hedland, and would not 
work in the Broome region either. 

“You shouldn’t use health, housing and 
employment as an excuse for this gas plant,” 
he said.

Such arguments commonly surround Indig-
enous struggles to protect land from mining 
and industry developments. Insuffi  cient 
government funding for basic infrastructure 
and services, combined with the undermin-
ing of community autonomy through policies 
of economic integrati on, rati on systems 
and assimiliati on mean that communiti es 
oft en feel like signing over land to mining 
companies who promise to fund essenti al 
services such as health and educati on facili-
ti es. This creates rift s in communiti es, with 
people divided as to how it is possible both to 

protect Country and Culture and sti ll survive 
in colonial Australia despite conti nued at-
tacks and under-resourcing. In many cases, 
this combinati on of under-funding and the 
promises of industry to fi ll in the gaps is akin 
to blackmail. Many Indigenous landholders 
feel they have no other opti on to improve 
the lives of their families aside from signing 
over control of land. 

‘This the Dreaming place of my ancestors, 
and this is all I have to pass on to my sons. 
This gas plant will destroy what we hold as 
sacred. This land must be kept in its natural 
beauty, not only for our sake but for the sake 
of future generati ons. Money will come and 
go, but if we destroy the natural environ-
ment of this area, we will lose it for ever.

Let’s learn from other projects in other 
places that have destroyed land and people. 
To some, this land is a small area, to us this 
land is everything that we are. Surely there 
must be another way.’
Rodney Augusti ne, a Nyul Nyual, Jarbar 
Jarbar man

“It’s the last fronti er, there is no other place 
like this. There are animals there that are 
found in no other place on earth.’
Neil McKenzie, Yawaru man 

“This is day one for me - I’ll fi ght this as long 
as I live... culture and heritage, country will 
be gone, passing down from generati on 
to generati on is dead - I’ll fi ght ‘ti l I drop.” 
Joseph Roe

For more info:

htt p://www.environskimberley.org.au/
lurujarri/lht_home.htm
htt p://protect-the-kimberley.blog.ca/
www.handsoff country.blogpsot.com

Surveys by green groups have found that nearly 40% 
of old growth forest earmarked for protecti on by the 
State Government since the 2006 electi on has been 
found to instead be young regrowth, poor quality 
vegetati on, and cleared paddocks. 15,000 hectares of 
Gippsland forest that the government plans to turn 
into nati onal park was found to be of no value to 
the ti mber industry and of litt le environmental value 
compared to other old growth areas that have since 
come under att ack from the Forestry industry such 
as Brown Mountain. Results demonstrate that the 
Government is claiming to “protect” cleared and pre-
viously logged land while allowing ti mber harvesti ng 
to conti nue in high value old growth areas, despite its 
2006 electi on promise to “immediately protect the 
remaining signifi cant stands of old-growth forest in 
Victoria”. Instead, it appears that 10 of the 25 areas 
set aside for protecti on are actually areas that were 
logged and burned in the 1980s.

The Government promised to protect 33,500 hectares 
of old growth, 5,000 hectares linking the Snowy River 
to Errinundra Nati onal Park, and 2,500 hectares of 
“icon sites” – mainly logged areas that were fi ercely 
protected by conservati onists. The protecti on areas 
are yet to be formalised in legislati on, but have not 
yet been logged. 

However, other sites, such as Brown Mountain, home 
to trees up to 500 years old, was subject to att ack 
over the summer, with one coupe felled and burned 
off . Further logging has been on hold since January, 
when environmentalists conducti ng blockades and 
surveys in the area found threatened glider, owl and 
crayfi sh species in the area.This triggered a State
Government investi gati on, but a spokesperson for the 
Government had found no evidence of these species 
(clearly ignoring photographic and other evidence 
provided by environmentalists). The moratorium will 
conti nue though while the survey results are consid-
ered for “further issues”.

Meanwhile, protestors are conti nuing with acti ons in 
defense of old growth and ecologically signifi cant for-
est in East Gippsland. On April 29, logging was halted 
at Bungywarr Creek in East Gippsland by two protes-
tors in a platf orm thirty metres up in a tree canopy, 
cabled off  to four logging machines. Bungywarr Creek 

was fi rst blockaded in 1994, and has remained con
tenti ous since.

 “Bungywarr Creek forest was identi fi ed as iconic 
almost two decades ago. The old-growth that remains 
at Bungywarr should be included in the Brumby 
government’s next round of forest protecti on”, said 
Lauren Caulfi eld, spokesperson for the ground.
Earlier this month it was revealed that forests like the 
magnifi cent stands along Bungywarr Creek are sold 
to export woodchipping companies for less than the 
price of a Mars bar – a mere $2.50 per tonne.

 “For VicForests to conti nue to woodchip the remain-
ing 8% of Victoria’s old-growth forests under Mr 
Brumby’s watch is a disgrace. Victorians expect and 
deserve management of our forests for a truly sus-
tainable future,” said Ms Caufi eld.

During the blockade, scienti fi c surveys were con-
ducted by biologists in a small 1km secti on of forest 
at the Creek, demonstrati ng the presence of sensiti ve 
species including Greater Gliders and Yellow-bellied 
Gliders requiring much of the area to be protected 
from logging by law.

“Bungywarr is the third area surveyed to date where 
these species have been found in high densiti es”, 
said Ms Caulfi eld. “These fi ndings warrant immedi-
ate protecti on of hollow-bearing old-growth forests 
from VicForests’ logging acti viti es. A moratorium on 
logging must be put in place while these scienti fi c 
fi ndings are investi gated.”

The East Gippsland Forest Management Plan states 
that gliders are ‘unlikely to persist at site aft er logging 
occurs’.Acti ons have also taken place at sites along 
Survey Rd.

For more info or to get involved www.geco.org.au.

On May 4, 60 police raided Camp Florenti ne, a two year blockade in the Up-
per Florenti ne Valley, to clear protestors so logging of the area could begin. 
Police subsequently declared the area an exclusion zone to prevent public 
access to the area. Despite widespread condemnati on, Forestry Tasmania 
have begun logging 25 hectares of the fi rst 50 hectare coupe, 80% of which 
will end up as woodchips, shipped to Asia to make paper, toilet paper and 
wrapping. The Upper Florenti ne Valley is a pristi ne old growth wilderness 
area, recognised as World Heritage value rainforest last year.

It took police three days to remove protestors from tree sits, lock on de-
vices, and a tunnel under the logging road, before loggers moved in to begin 
felling trees. Since the bust, there have been numerous acti ons on logging 
equipment, roads providing access to coupes, and in new coupes as protes-
tors have maintained a constant presence in the area. Community rallies 
have been att ended by over 300 people in Hobart and the Upper Florenti ne 
Valley, despite mass police arrests of up to 30 people.

Protestors have been subjected to violent and life endangering behaviour 
on multi ple occasions due to police and forestry worker acti ons. These 
include snapping the pole of a tripod att ached to a tree sit endangering 
life, using an excavator to dig a woman out of a tunnel, cutti  ng a fuel line 
inside a car in which a person was locked on blocking the road causing a fi re 
around the protestor, and assault. Police have refused to investi gate allega-
ti ons of assault towards protestors. Many arrested in the conti nued resis-
tance to logging operati ons in the Valley have been placed under extreme 
bail conditi ons, including being placed under virtual house arrest, with some 
protestors unable to leave their homes between 7am and 3pm daily. Others 
have been given curfews and daily reporti ng to police. 

Acti ons are conti nuing frequently in the Valley, and protestors are calling for 
support, from people prepared to come and help out in Tassie, to funds for 
equipment and legal costs, and solidarity acti ons to increase awareness and 
pressure on government to stop logging our old growth forests before it is 
too late.

Visit www.sti llwildsti llthreatened.org for more info or to get in 
touch with the campaign.

Logging of Old Growth begins in 
                                       Upper Florentine Valley

              Empty promises in East Gippsland

roading going through the upper fl orenti ne

Surveys by green groups have found that nearly 40% 
of old growth forest earmarked for protecti on by the 
State Government since the 2006 electi on has been 
found to instead be young regrowth, poor quality 
vegetati on, and cleared paddocks. 15,000 hectares of 
Gippsland forest that the government plans to turn 
into nati onal park was found to be of no value to 
the ti mber industry and of litt le environmental value 
compared to other old growth areas that have since 
come under att ack from the Forestry industry such 
as Brown Mountain. Results demonstrate that the 
Government is claiming to “protect” cleared and pre-
viously logged land while allowing ti mber harvesti ng 
to conti nue in high value old growth areas, despite its 
2006 electi on promise to “immediately protect the 
remaining signifi cant stands of old-growth forest in 
Victoria”. Instead, it appears that 10 of the 25 areas 
set aside for protecti on are actually areas that were 
logged and burned in the 1980s.

The Government promised to protect 33,500 hectares 
of old growth, 5,000 hectares linking the Snowy River 
to Errinundra Nati onal Park, and 2,500 hectares of 
“icon sites” – mainly logged areas that were fi ercely 
protected by conservati onists. The protecti on areas 
are yet to be formalised in legislati on, but have not 
yet been logged. 

However, other sites, such as Brown Mountain, home 
to trees up to 500 years old, was subject to att ack 
over the summer, with one coupe felled and burned 
off . Further logging has been on hold since January, 
when environmentalists conducti ng blockades and 
surveys in the area found threatened glider, owl and 
crayfi sh species in the area.This triggered a State
Government investi gati on, but a spokesperson for the 
Government had found no evidence of these species 
(clearly ignoring photographic and other evidence 
provided by environmentalists). The moratorium will 
conti nue though while the survey results are consid-
ered for “further issues”.

Meanwhile, protestors are conti nuing with acti ons in 
defense of old growth and ecologically signifi cant for-
est in East Gippsland. On April 29, logging was halted 
at Bungywarr Creek in East Gippsland by two protes-
tors in a platf orm thirty metres up in a tree canopy, 
cabled off  to four logging machines. Bungywarr Creek 

was fi rst blockaded in 1994, and has remained con
tenti ous since.

 “Bungywarr Creek forest was identi fi ed as iconic 
almost two decades ago. The old-growth that remains 
at Bungywarr should be included in the Brumby 
government’s next round of forest protecti on”, said 
Lauren Caulfi eld, spokesperson for the ground.
Earlier this month it was revealed that forests like the 
magnifi cent stands along Bungywarr Creek are sold 
to export woodchipping companies for less than the 
price of a Mars bar – a mere $2.50 per tonne.

 “For VicForests to conti nue to woodchip the remain-
ing 8% of Victoria’s old-growth forests under Mr 
Brumby’s watch is a disgrace. Victorians expect and 
deserve management of our forests for a truly sus-
tainable future,” said Ms Caufi eld.

During the blockade, scienti fi c surveys were con-
ducted by biologists in a small 1km secti on of forest 
at the Creek, demonstrati ng the presence of sensiti ve 
species including Greater Gliders and Yellow-bellied 
Gliders requiring much of the area to be protected 
from logging by law.

“Bungywarr is the third area surveyed to date where 
these species have been found in high densiti es”, 
said Ms Caulfi eld. “These fi ndings warrant immedi-
ate protecti on of hollow-bearing old-growth forests 
from VicForests’ logging acti viti es. A moratorium on 
logging must be put in place while these scienti fi c 
fi ndings are investi gated.”

The East Gippsland Forest Management Plan states 
that gliders are ‘unlikely to persist at site aft er logging 
occurs’.Acti ons have also taken place at sites along 
Survey Rd.

For more info or to get involved www.geco.org.au.

Traditional Owners oppose 
                          Kimberley Gas Plant

“For VicForests to conti nue to wood-
chip the remaining 8% of Victo-
ria’s old-growth forests under Mr 
Brumby’s watch is a disgrace. Victori-
ans expect and deserve management 
of our forests for a truly sustainable 
future,”
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Warrick Jordan

Tasmania is often viewed as a land of 
plenty, with abundant, if sometimes 
mismanaged, resources. Prior to white 
settlement, the Tasmanian Midlands was 
the island’s most fecund hunting ground.   
Since the 1820’s the fertile, open plains of 
the Midlands, stretching between Hobart 
and Launceston, have in large part under-
pinned the Tasmanian agriculture sector, 
forming the original wool-dominated 
economy which enriched Tasmania’s squat-
tocracy.

Now however, the Midlands is facing 
its worst ever drought, with long range 
climate forecasts suggesting the dry times 
will continue. Some farmers have already 
left the land, with many others just hang-
ing on. Farming families and the communi-
ties that rely on them, in towns such as 
Ross and Oatlands, are fast running out of 
options.

Many, such as Premier David Bartlett 
and the Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers 
Association’s Tony Clarke, see large scale ir-
rigation projects as the long term solution 
to the problems of the Midlands and other 
drought stressed areas, such as theTasma-
nian East Coast.

“Most of these farmers have had negative 
income over the last three years,” says 
Clarke, the TFGA’s Drought Manager.  “The 
alternatives are running out for them.”

Twelve major irrigation projects, admin-
istered by the state-owned Irrigation 
Development Board, with a total value 
of $400 million and covering an area of 
178,000 hectares, are currently planned. 
These projects will be dwarfed however, if 
the vision of recently returned Tasmanian, 
and former Harvard Professor of Business, 
Jonathon West is adopted.

West is encouraging an overall investment 
of one billion dollars in irrigation infra-
structure over the next decade in order to 
boost Tasmania’s agricultural output from 
$545 million to $4.7 billion. Premier David 
Bartlett, who is still attempting to stamp 
his authority on his position after a first
year tenure marked by a continuation of 
the scandal familiar to observers of the 
Tasmanian Labor Party, has enthusiastically 

embraced West’s ‘food bowl’ vision as a 
future-building exercise for the state.

The development of irrigation schemes has 
widespread support amongst the Midlands 
farming community, with many other 
urban Tasmanians appearing largely am-
bivalent towards the situation developing 
in drought affected areas. Others, includ-
ing some farmers, treasury officials, and 
environmentalists, are expressing concern 
regarding the economic and environmental 
sustainability of the food bowl scheme.  

Construction on the Midlands Water 
Scheme, the largest irrigation project cur
rently planned, is expected to begin later 
this year. This $78 million, 50,000 hectare 
project is shaping up as a significant test 
case for the viability of the broader food 
bowl vision.

Northern Midlands sheep farmer and 
irrigation activist James Walch is one the 
many Midlands farmers who perceives the 
necessity of the Midlands Water Scheme. 
“We’ve had three years of half our average 
rainfall. The little bit of irrigation we have 
has allowed us to survive, just, the last 
three years,” says Walch.

Whilst overwhelmingly supportive of the 
scheme, Walch also qualifies this with the 
pragmatism expected from someone ac-
customed to earning a living in a some-
times unforgiving landscape.

“I see the introduction of introducing 
water into the Midlands as giving people 
options, but I wouldn’t say it’s the only 
option, as it won’t cover the whole Mid-
lands,” he says. “What the Midlands have 
to offer is large areas of reasonable soil 
that can be suitable to larger develop-
ments, but that doesn’t mean it will all go 
that way.”

Walch is also sceptical of the state govern-
ment’s aim to ‘drought proof’ Tasmania. “I 
think it’s a furphy,” he says.

A few kilometres down the road, near 
the historic town of Ross, Rae and Lind-
say Young, who are working towards an 
environmentally sustainable sheep farming 
operation, see multiple problems with the 
Midlands Water Scheme. 

In the early 1990s Lindsay had his prop-
erty assessed for a smaller scale irrigation 
project. “The recommendation then was 
that if I wanted to grow the kind of crops 
I needed to grow to make irrigation pay, 
bearing in mind that the water was free, 
I would be better off moving  to any area 
with better soils, lower pumping costs, and 
better access to water,” says Lindsay.

The Youngs are also concerned that the 
environmental sustainability of the project 
is not being properly assessed. “If you 
wanted to be environmentally sustainable, 
you’d want to have a big question mark 
over stealing someone’s water, and I think 
these schemes are predicated on the fact 
that the water is coming from some other 
catchment. They might have an abundance 
of water in that catchment, but if we want 
to irrigate, maybe we need to go to that 
catchment,” says Rae, a former govern-
ment ecologist.

Former government geohydrologist 
David Leaman expresses similar concerns 
regarding the sustainable allocation of 
water. While confirming the government’s 
oft-quoted line that Tasmania receives 12% 
of the nation’s rainfall on only 1% of the 
nation’s land mass, he is at pains to point 
out that this water is unevenly distributed, 
with most water falling in the rain shadow 
on Tasmania’s west coast. 
Leaman believes that hydrology modelling 
in Tasmania is insufficiently developed to 
determine sustainable water allocations, 
particularly given that ground water and 
the impacts of upstream forestry opera-
tions are currently not accounted for. He 
has witnessed large scale over-allocation in 
other irrigated areas in Tasmania, such as 
the Coal River Valley, and is concerned the 
same mistakes will be made state-wide.

“The water simply isn’t there,” says David. 
“Yes, you could irrigate bits of Tasmania, 
but planning which bits hasn’t even got 
started.”

Salinity is also a significant concern. “At 
Ross and Tunbridge, the salt has only 
been stable in those areas because there 
has been no water,” says David. “If your 
land goes saline, you’re finished, and I’ve 
known enough farmers to know that I 
wouldn’t like to see that happen.”

Kevin Knowles, of the Upper Meander 
Catchment Group, has been one of the 
most prominent of those opposed to ir-
rigation schemes. Knowles was involved 
in a highly publicised court battle over the 
use of water from the completed Meander 
Dam Pipeline, which he believed was being 
used in salinity prone areas.

The CSIRO is currently completing a Sus-
tainable Yields Project for Tasmania, which 
will provide water yield data for the state, 
and should be completed by September. 
Knowles believes that the development of 
further water projects without this data is 
a grave mistake.

Sven Myer, of the state-owned Irrigation 

Development Board, believes that the as-
sessments and environmental safeguards 
in place for the schemes will ensure ap-
propriate environmental outcomes. James 
Walch and the TFGA’s Tony Clarke agree.  
Walch also offers what he sees as a more 
fundamental guarantee for the sustainabil-
ity of irrigation schemes.

“We do understand environmental issues. 
We are good land managers,” says Walch. 
“Farmers are the best environmentalists 
you can have, because if they muck up 
their own backyard, they don’t produce, 
and if they don’t produce, they don’t 
survive.”

The Midlands Water Scheme, and the 
food bowl vision, also appear to be facing 
significant economic hurdles. Leaks in 

April indicate that Tasmania’s Treasury 
chief Don Challen holds significant reserva

tions regarding the long term viability of 
irrigation projects. Given the significant 
fiscal tightening evident in the recent state 
budget, and the continued downward fore-
cast for the state government coffers over 
coming years, there is a distinct  possibility 
that this reluctance from Treasury to hand 
over large amounts of state government 
money will continue.

As well as state government funds, both 
the 12 currently planned projects and 
future developments are dependent on 
significant cash inputs from both the Fed-
eral Government and farmers themselves. 
The failure of Premier Bartlett and Water 
Minister David Llewellyn to secure funding 
for irrigation projects in the Rudd govern-
ment’s $4.7 billion pre-Christmas infra-
structure package has fuelled speculation 
that the Federal Government is reluctant 
to hand over promised funding.

Sven Myer, while uncertain as to whether 
funding for the current projects is con-
firmed, is confident regarding the schemes. 
“We’re working on the projects requested 
by the minister, and we’re confident the 
funds will be forthcoming,” Sven says.

There are also concerns that cash strapped 
farmers, with little income and diminish-
ing equity may be reluctant to invest 
their required percentage in the irriga-
tion schemes. Farmers, government, and 
industry representatives, however, see 
government loans, increased farm value, 
and the potential to produce higher value 
products as compensating for the current 
lack of capital.

The economic and environmental issues 
regarding the Midlands Scheme pose 
larger questions concerning the viability of 
David Bartlett’s food bowl vision. In a situa-
tion, however, where the economic and 
environmental capital of farmers is fast 
drying up, options appear be limited.

In a place such as Tasmania, where 
issues involving development and environ-
ment issues are commonly fraught and 

Irrigating the Midlands - 
                                   Food Bowl, or Pipe Dream?

Regional Map of showing some of towns in the Midlands. Midlands area is darkened area. 

The Midlands, trees being lifted for irragation pipe. photo: Steven Leonard

Midlands, photo Emma Belfield
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situations are often depicted in black and 
white terms, it may be surprising to some 
that the irrigation issue encompasses nu-
merous shades of grey.

David Leaman, for example, is not opposed 
to irrigation developments, but only those 
he considers ill-conceived. Leaman also 
recognises the difficulties faced by Tasma-
nia’s farmers. 

“It’s a very difficult situation, and I don’t 
have the answers, but it may be that some 
of those properties have to go. I can’t 
judge that,” Leaman says. “The question is, 
what do you do? And you have to be hon-

est first, to farmers and to townspeople.”

“That’s the impression you get on all these 
schemes,” says Rae Young. “Is that they 
are going to be built, and it doesn’t matter 
what the consequences are.

“I think there’s a whole lot of things you 
can do to make this catchment without 
necessarily adding any more irrigation,” 
says Rae, referring to areas of the North-
ern Midlands subject to irrigation devel-
opment. “Maybe David Bartlett should 
consider chucking some money at teaching 
people to farm better, because we all farm 
badly. We can all farm a whole lot better 

than we farm.”

James Walch also recognises that changed 
farm practices may be necessary for those 
some farmers. “For the people who can’t 
get access to the water, or don’t get access 
to it, it doesn’t mean pack up your bags 
and go. Maybe we have to farm differ-
ently,” he says.

In contrast to the Young’s, however, Walch 
is broadly supportive of the present state 
government initiatives, seeing the current 
interest in the communities of the Mid-
lands as long overdue. “What we need is a 
government which creates an environment 

in which these regions can develop, and 
the spin off to that is that it strengthens 
regional Tasmania.”

While the environmental and economic 
issues surrounding irrigation in Tasmania 
will no doubt continue, the outcomes 
resulting from the development of the 
Midlands project will determine, in part, 
if David Bartlett’s food bowl vision will 
come to fruition, or whether it will join the 
long list of Tasmania’s unrealised irrigation 
pipedreams.

Lee Tan

Australia’s northern neighbours are the 
stewards of some of the world’s most pre-
cious remaining primary tropical rainfor-
ests. More than 57% of the Asia-Pacific 
region’s intact forest landscapes are in 
Papua New Guinea and Indonesia.

These forests provide vital ecosystem ser-
vices such as food, medicines and reliable 
clean water on which millions of people 
depend for their livelihoods and cultural 
identity. Tropical rainforests also have 
enormous value for the global community 
– as a vital source of genetic biodiversity, 
the provision of ecosystem services such 
as rainfall generation, habitat conservation 
and soil stabilisation, and for their crucial 
role in regulating carbon cycles.

The debate about climate change has in-
vigorated discussion on forest conservation 
and protection. The Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change estimates that 
around 20% of the annual global carbon 
emission comes from deforestation and 
forest degradation.

Following the widespread coverage of the 
visit to Australia of renowned British 

economist Sir Nicholas Stern, former 
Prime Minister John Howard committed 
$200 million towards a Global Initiative on 
Forests and Climate in March 2007. Then 
environment minister Malcolm Turnbull 
visited Indonesia in the following month to 
promote the new initiative. His 
visit prompted the Indonesian govern-
ment to appropriately call on Australia to 
pass regulations preventing the import of 
illegally logged timber from Indonesian 
forests. While Indonesia welcomed Austra-
lia’s $200 million initiative, it wants forest 
imports to Australia regulated. This call 
was too much for the Howard government. 
It preferred timber importers to 
regulate themselves.

In the lead up to the 2007 Australian 
election, the ALP challenged the Howard 

government to join “Labor in committing 
to strong action in Australia to ban the 
import of illegal timber”, but no effective 
action has been taken since Labor came to 
power.

Prime Minister Kevin Rudd has entered 
into Forest Carbon Partnership agreements 
with the PNG and Indonesian govern-
ments. Both agreements are thin on de-
tails. They skirt around the edges of the
 underlying causes and drivers of defores-
tation and forest degradation.

So far, they have focused on setting up 
projects to facilitate carbon trading 
that require expensive and complex
bureaucracy. This is ironic since Indonesia 
and PNG are both countries with poor 
track records in forest governance and law 
enforcement. Indonesia scored 2.6 out of 
10 and PNG 2.0 in the Corruption Percep-
tion Index released by anti-corruption 
organisation Transparency International in 
2008.

According to the World Bank, illegal log
ging costs developing countries worldwide 
around US$15 billion a year in lost rev-
enue. In Indonesia, more than 70% of log 
production is believed to be derived from 

illegal sources. And in Papua New Guinea, 
where Australia is a major aid donor, more 
than 80% of log production is believed to 
be illegal. Almost one quarter of hardwood 
lumber and 30% of hardwood plywood 
traded globally is of suspicious origin.

At least $400 million worth of illegally 
logged timber and timber products is 
imported into Australia every year accord-
ing to a consultant’s report prepared for 
the Australian Department of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Forestry in 2006. This under-
cuts sales of Australia’s own legal timber, 
domestically and on the international 
market.Rampant illegal logging of many 
of the world’s remaining tropical forests is 
a direct result of the massive demand for 
cheap tropical timber in the United States, 
Europe, Japan and China. 

The voracious appetite for tropical timber 
in the world’s most affluent nations and in 
the emerging Chinese market is devastat-
ing the natural estate of the developing 
countries that feed them.

The devastation is not only ecological, but 
social, cultural and financial. The harvest-
ing of tropical timber is dominated by a 
number of multinational logging firms 
including a number of well known Malay-
sian companies that have been linked to 
international criminal syndicates.

In PNG and Indonesia, illegal logging is syn-
onymous with corruption, bribery, fraud 
and in some cases, extreme violence and 
human rights abuses. The trade has been 
linked to trans-boundary smuggling of high 
power firearms and human trafficking. It 
severely hampers local law enforcement 
capability, undermines nation-building ef-
forts in the region and ultimately threatens 
regional security.

One of the most effective options for 
reducing illegal logging is to reduce the de-
mand for illegally logged timber. Australia 
should only allow the importation and sale 
of timber and wood 
products that are independently certified 
as legally and sustainably sourced; and 
establish an effective timber certifica-
tion scheme that is supported by well-
resourced monitoring and enforcement.

Apart from stopping the inflow of illegally 
source timber and timber products, the 
Australian government can heed a good 
lesson from communities in PNG on how 
they have protected their forests.

In August 2008, one community in the 

Gildipasi area of Madang province in PNG 
got together in a colourful, traditional 
ceremony to extend their deed of conser-
vation to protect nearly 2,000 hectares of 
rainforests which are under their custom-
ary ownership.

Their action provides an inspiration to 
other forest-dependent communities and 
should prompt the Australian government 
to honour its election commitment to only 
allow the import of timber that has been 
independently certified as legally and sus-
tainably sourced.

Lee Tan is the Asia Pacific Program Co-
ordinator with the Australian Conser-
vation Foundation.
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         ausTralia musT Take lead on illegal Timber Trade

“One of the most effective options for reducing illegal 
logging is to reduce the demand for illegally logged 
timber. Australia should only allow the importation 
and sale of timber and wood products that are inde-
pendently certified as legally and sustainably sourced”

A runway to an illegal timber dock in PNG.
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Over the past few months a small group 
of young activists involved in Union 
Solidarity organised a series of weekend 
sessions to reflect on campaigns, edu-
cate ourselves about climate change and 
the economic crisis and experiment with 
new forms of engagement that would 
enable us win industrial and community 
disputes. The weekends were attended 
by young union organisers and activists 
connected with the left, social justice, 
environment and student campaigns. 
The weekends were a deliberate re-
sponse to the current condition of the 
left in Melbourne. 

Historically informed perspectives on 
social movements suggests that signifi-
cant social change can only occur when 
backed by an effective counterpower. 
We know that counterpower needs to 
be based on a group numbering in the 
thousands with coherent (though not 
necessarily uniform) ideas, a focussed 
programme, an ability to identify politi-
cal opportunities, and some degree of 
autonomy in its social reproduction. 
Regardless of what particular change 
we would like to see or what organisa-
tional method we prefer, we know that 
strong counterpower is a prerequisite for 
achieving anything.

In recent years (post S11 2001) the kind 
of social activism and union activism that 
we commonly engage with around the 
left has been characterised by an aban-
donment of our commitment to counter-
power. Instead, in the absense of a large, 
effective power base, the left has tried to 
use shortcuts to achieve political results. 
To give examples: 

Education campaigns sometimes tar-
geted at the general population and 
sometimes aimed at co-opting decision 
makers. These campaigns pretend that 
political change is a battle of ideas out-
side the political economy. The Climate 
Emergency campaign, using this tactic, 
has so far only achieved an intensifica-
tion of a state-centric approach even 
while the state has explicitly rejected 
even minimal demands of the climate 
movement. 

Direct actions such as coal plant occupa-
tions had some initial success but have 
been declining in utility (less stoppage, 
less media) and increasing in cost (more 
arrests, stress, repressive legislation, 

sparking conflict with workers). Many 
direct actions become profoundly 
indirect. Organisers claim that media at-
tention will educate the public, who will 
in turn intervene in the formal political 
system. We quietly ignore the fact that 
with proper planning and an effective 
counterpower, direct action against the 
coal industry could ultimately resemble 
popular insurrection.

Sometimes the left has given up the proj-
ect of social transformation all together 
and has turned revolutionary politics into 
self-help. An example is the“community 
centres” in Melbourne, Loophole and 
Barricade Books, which have taken to 
organising board games and punk rock 
nights that limit the so called participat-
ing “community” to those already on the 
inside, and then impose on this commu-
nity apolitical diversions. This is bubble 
politics. Outside the subcultural bubble, 
protest has become the ritual repetition 
of formula entirely without analysis of 
effectiveness. In both cases the goal of 
self-expression is substituted for the goal 
of achieving social change. 

“Sometimes the left has 
given up the project of 
social transformation all 
together and has turned 
revolutionary politics into 
self-help.”
Union Solidarity was a recent and more 
successful attempt to create real coun-
terpower. From 2004 Union Solidarity 
operated as a Victorian-based 
network of activists which provided 
support for workers in dozens of indus-
trial disputes. Union Solidarity was a 
vehicle by which unions were able to get 
around WorkChoices laws which effec-
tively removed the right to strike and 
imposed huge fines for union organisers 
and workers who took industrial action 
without the approval of the Industrial 
Relations Commission. The basic concept 
of Union Solidarity included a coordi-
nated but decentralised communica-
tions network used to mobilise people 
for solidarity when needed. This “whole 
of class” approach meant that people 
came together with a willingness to put 
themselves on the line and stand up for 
workers and community members in 

need, without necessarily agreeing on a 
particular ideology. 

During the time it was active, Union 
Solidarity was more likely than any other 
group or network to facilitate wins for 
workers and members of the commu-
nity. Moderate industrial victories were 
scored against Boeing, Amcor, Toyota, 
Preston Motors, Coles Distribution 
Center, VISY, Australia Post and other 
corporate evildoers. Union Solidarity 
helped broker successful outcomes for 
community campaigns such as saving the 
Sunshine Pool, Camp Sovereignty and 
the Student Housing Action Cooperative 
(SHAC).

In March this year Union Solidarity 
ceased to function. It’s not rocket sci-
ence to figure out that the election of 
the ALP government diminished the po-
litical viability of unions providing back-
ing for the Network because with the 
ALP in power, the existence of a power-
ful alternative to the ALP-backed unions 
became a threat to the state (albeit a 
minor threat). 

The Union Solidarity website reads, “The 
decision to fold was prompted by a lack 
of resources and a need to rethink the 
group’s core strategy. However Union 
Solidarity activists believe that given 
(our) success, the basic concept needs 
to be spread throughout the whole of 
the union movement.” With little sup-
port from the union heirarchy, this can 
only happen through the strength and 
confidence of rank and file workers, shop 
stewards and organisers. One important 
function of the Community Union Week-
ends was reflection on the strengths 
and weaknesses of the Union Solidarity 
Model. There is an assumption that this 
model could possibly provide a basis for 
rebuilding a very powerful left.

The Weekends

We organised three weekends in which 
participants from diverse backgrounds 
could come together, identify collectively 
and begin a process of critical reflec-
tion, with a view to working out what 
we need to do in order to rebuild our 
social and union movements to some-
thing much more powerful than they 
are today. This process was informed by 
elders of the movement reflecting on 
their efforts, and by the experiences of 
participants in contemporary campaigns 
that have been a bit effective. The best 
work of the organisers was to create a 
space in which it was possible for people 
from different tendencies to offend and 
confront one another in a construc-
tive and comradely fashion. On the first 
weekend at Camp Eureka- a bush camp 
about 80km from Melbourne-  this space 
was created and there was a profound 
experience of collective transformation. 
What made this possible?

Camp Eureka itself made this possible. 
Marie Goonan, an elder of the Commu-
nist Party of Australia (CPA), opened the 
weekend by explaining that that Camp 
Eureka has been a site for political edu-
cation and organising since the 1940s. 
More than this, the camp was a place 
not only for planning actions but for a 

political community that took care of 
food, education, health, housing and the 
making of culture. The camp is a sacred 
space of the left not only because of its 
role in training activists, but also be-
cause it was built collectively by inspired 
radicals from all over the world. The way 
in which the weekend engaged with the 
camp reinforced this. On each day, two 
hours were devoted to labour on camp 
maintenance. Car pooling, the formation 
of working groups for cooking and clean-
ing, the distribution of cabins 
through lucky dip and group exercise 
sessions in the mornings reinforced the 
idea of collectivity. Another key dynamic 
was the presence of elders who were 
able to critically reflect on past cam-
paigns. Guided by fifty years of activist 
wisdom, reflecting on the past was not 
vague or superficial but incredibly pow-
erful. Discussing campaigns like the BLF 
Green Bans and the MUA dispute set a 
standard for our own efforts. Intensively 
structured small group work was em-
phasised over “talking head” sessions. 
Talking heads were limited to about ten 
minutes and were asked to engage in 

critical reflection. We prepared a reader 
and DVD with background information 
and activist texts and encouraged people 
to read and research as part of their 
engagement with activism. 

Ultimately we did succeed in creating 
a “liminal” space where activist norms 
were suspended and the previously 
unimaginable seemed possible. The last 
session of the weekend was assessing 
the strengths and weaknesses of the left 
and imagining how to transition from 
weakness to strength.  It was awesome. 
One of the main purposes of the week-
ends was to engage in a proper process 
of collective critical reflection. As revo-
lutionaries, we can’t afford to keep re-
peating the same old tactics with an old 
analysis. We have to change the way we 
operate, yet this is hard because there’s 
so much to do and the temptation is to 
try and do as much of it as we can and 
try not to worry that we don’t stop for 
air. At Camp Eureka, for a moment, it felt 
like we had stopped for air. 

The latter weekends at the MUA and 
Trades Hall did not facilitate the creation 
of any new, meaningful, collective pro-
cesses and did not subvert any problem-
atic activist norms. We think this was a 
consequence of the inner-city locations 
enabling people to come according to 
other commitments. New people came. 
We did not identify collectively, and the 
entire process was much more about 
content than it was about experimenting 
with form. As part of the imperative to 
learn as we go, we are only going to or-
ganise future weekends at Camp Eureka 
where participants can be for a moment 
outside of their daily lives. 

In the final session on Saturday 2nd May, 
we invited some critical thinking, inde-
pendent union activists and all-round 
champs Liz Thompson, Anthony Main, 
Diana Beaumont, and Simon Millar 
(special champ) to address the question 
of how we get our unions to consider the 
concerns of the most exploited workers - 
international students, young worke

“As revolutionaries, we can’t afford to keep repeating the 
same old tactics with an old analysis. We have to change the 
way we operate, yet this is hard because there’s so much to 
do and the temptation is to try and do as much of it as we can 
and try not to worry that we don’t stop for air...”

Reflections on the end of union 
solidaRity and the community 
Weekends

by Tristan Epstein & Liz Turner, 
with Lulu Garcia

phot: camp eurkea kitche
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Craig W.J. Minogue

We have all seen that when politi cs 
turns to the issue of crime and 
imprisonment, reacti onary forces on 
both sides push worst case examples 
to the fore. ‘You’re not in favour of 
child molesters or murderers being 
treated well, are you?’ With this 
emoti onal rhetoric it seems the Left  is 
frightened away from thinking about or 
acti ng for the disproporti onately poor 
and marginalised people imprisoned 
for property or ‘good social order’ 
off ences. It is true that left  sociology, 
criminology and history does point out 
the realiti es of the politi cal nature of 
imprisonment, as does Bree Carlton’s 
Imprisoning Resistance: Life and Death 
in an Australian Supermax, but I do not 
see the Left  engaged in more direct 
acti on to support the politi cal struggle 
for justi ce for individuals inside the 
insti tuti ons of the State.

 The emoti onal rhetoric is an 
aff ecti ve smoke screen since the real 
issue is not about prison conditi ons 
as some try to frame it, but instead 
about social justi ce in the most serious 
sense of the idea. That is the right 
not to be imprisoned because of the 
public policy failings of society. Societal 
failure, and the associated practi ces of 
the insti tuti ons which violate the legal 
rights and human dignity of those for 
whom they have a duty of care, are 
politi cal events. Prisoners who seek 
to resist these ongoing events and 
advocate for themselves and others 
in order that they might be treated 
as equal persons before the law, and 
with dignity, fi nd their imprisonment 
politi cised.

 The standard defi niti on 
of a ‘politi cal prisoner’ is a person 
imprisoned as a direct result of politi cal 
acti viti es or views which are counter 
to the dominant politi cal power. On 
this narrow reading, there are few, if 
any, politi cal prisoner’s in Australia. 
Even politi cally moti vated protesters 
opposing governmental policies 

who batt le police in the streets, 
conscienti ous objectors of the past, 
or old-style politi cal acti vists trying to 
subvert what they see as restricti ve 
electoral laws are all imprisoned 
through the framework of the criminal 
and other laws they allegedly break. 
Being imprisoned for an off ence against 
the law does not mean that a person 
cannot be a politi cal prisoner. Even 
on the standard narrow defi niti on, to 
make a judgement as to the ‘politi cal’ 
nature of a person’s imprisonment, 
the facts and moti vati ons of the 
person need to be examined, as do  
the general importance of the laws                                                    
they have broken, and the need for a 
safe and ordered society.

 We can see that the standard 
narrow defi niti on breaks down under its 
own unthought through assumpti ons. 
This fact, however, does not seem to be 
understood by the Left  in Australia. In 
the United States, the Nati ve American 
leader Lennard Pelti er, imprisoned for 
the murder of an FBI Agent, is widely 
understood to be a politi cal prisoner, 
as is Mumia Abu-Jamal, another 
convicted criminal. When Angela Y. 
Davis, whose politi cal prisoner status 
comes from a few months on remand 
for a criminal conspiracy (of which 
she was acquitt ed) visits Australia, 
people from the Left  fl ock to hear 
her speak. What is recognised in the 
the United States, but not, it seems 
to me, in Australia, is that the way in 
which a person conducts themselves in 
prison and on release from prison also 
contributes to a broader idea of what 
it is to be a politi cal prisoner. Before I 
say who politi cal prisoners in Australia 
are, the facts surrounding the ‘who’ 
and ‘why’ of imprisonment need to be 
understood. 

  Although the imprisonment rate 
in Victoria is 39 per cent below the 
nati onal average, the stati sti cs from 
Victoria indicate the situati on around 
the country. More than 50 percent 
of the 4000 prisoners in Victoria are 
serving sentences of less than 2 years 
for non-violent property off ences, while 

14 per cent are imprisoned for ‘off ences 
against good order’ or ‘government 
security/ justi ce procedure off ences.’ 
This last category of prisoner is the 
fastest growing group, increasing by 
4 per cent since 2002. More than 94 
per cent of prisoners in Victoria have 
not completed primary or secondary 
schooling and have no technical, 
trade, terti ary or other post-secondary 
qualifi cati ons; more than 63 percent 
were unemployed when imprisoned. 
These stati sti cs demonstrate that 
social justi ce, equity and issues of 
disadvantage are the sociological 
reasons underscoring imprisonment. 
Therefore while imprisonment is a 
politi cal event, this is not what defi nes 
the few people that I would claim to be 
politi cal prisoners in Australia.

 The UCLA academic and founding 
member of Criti cal Resistance, Dylan 
Rodriguez, quoti ng an interview with 
Imprisoned Black Panther Marshall 
Eddie Conway, suggests that a politi cal 
prisoner is someone who ‘stands up to 
injusti ce, a person who, for whatever 
reason, takes the positi on that this or 
that is wrong, whether it is done based 
on ideology or what is thought to be 
morally right... people who become 
politi cal prisoners , become conscious 
and become aware and act and behave 
based on that awareness aft er they 
have been incarcerated for criminal 
acti vity’. Despite origins in non-
politi cally moti vated criminal acti vity, I 
am arguing that an imprisoned person 
who takes an ideological or moral 
stance to resist what he or she judges to 
be wrong in the criminal justi ce system, 
and then acts to support his or her own 
legal rights and human dignity, or those 
of his or her fellows, is a person who 
becomes a politi cal prisoner because 
of the reacti on of the prison and the 
State.

 Prisoners live in the face of 
conditi ons of totality and unequal power 
relati ons that cannot be imagined by 
any person who is not confronted with 
life-threatening levels of force every 
moment of their existence. Michel 
Foucault has told us that the impositi on 
of power calls by its very nature for a 
response, and there are two responses 
that can be made. The fi rst response in 
to ‘keep your head down’. The second 
response is to make a judgement on 
ideological or moral grounds about 
the rightness or wrongness of how the 
power is exercised, and then to take 
acti on to resist what is wrong. 

     The reality is, however, that very few 
prisoners make an ideological or moral 
judgement and take a positi on 

against the wrongness of the prison 
praxis which confronts them; they 
do not because they have read the 
unequal power relati ons pragmati cally 
as a ‘might is right’ exercise. What 
is appealing to them about a might 
is right exercise is its familiarity as a 
criminal modality: ‘’’I have a gun or a 
knife, or the jimmy-bar, so do as I say 
and hand it over, and I’m taking it!’ 
Unjust power relati ons are not judged 
in terms of rightness or wrongness in 
the eyes of most prisoners. The fact 
that they are not at the moment of 
their imprisonment those in power is a 
fact they need to be pragmati c about 
and respond to with forebearance by 
‘keeping your head down’ and ‘doing 
your own ti me’, rather than making 
an ideological and moral judgement, 
as Marshall Eddie Conway says the 
politi cal prisoner does.

        Some long term prisoners in Australia 
do come to self-understanding and take 
an ideological and moral stand, making 
judgements about what they see as 
right and wrong. 

Politi cal Prisoners and the Left  in Australia

rs and others who oft en miss out on a 
piece of the sweet, union-baked pie, 

by virtue of their casual and precarious 
employment status, cultural background 
and/ or gender. This session invariably 
degenerated into the same old debate 
about whether it’s more useful to work 
inside or outside the mainstream union 

movement. While the speakers were 
amazing, we were unable to give the 

session the same love we had given to 
earlier sessions. We were unable to fa-
cilitate collecti ve processes that empow-
ered parti cipants to act. Talking heads 
and speechmaking dominated proceed-
ings and many engaged in combati ve 
defence or advocacy of their own posi-
ti ons rather than leaving open the pos-
sibility of transformati on. We learnt from 
this project that micro-management of 
the whole politi cal experience is just as 
important as having the “right” view. We 
learnt that organisers themselves have 
to hold true to visions of the impossible 
and push themselves not to fall back on 
business as usual.

For those of us who have recently 
emerged from or who sti ll have specifi c 
politi cal “homes” (be it Socialist Alterna-
ti ve, Solidarity, the Anarcho Syndicalist 
Federati on, etc), it can be very confront-
ing to admit that we are small, that 
sectarianism holds us back, and that we 
don’t have the answers. This raises the 
questi on: In these ti mes when we need 
to fi nd new ways of organising and actu-
ally become relevant for a change, is it 

bett er to be politi cally homeless (“Free 
range Anarchist/ Marxist/ Socialist/ 
Unionist”) so we can prepare for what’s 
to come without the baggage of ideolo-
gies that were relevant for other ti mes? 
Rosa Luxumburg would disagree, con-
vinced that if one is not in the process of 
building the revoluti onary party, one is 
relegated to the role of left st “swamp”-
dweller. But Rosa, why would we build 
a party when we don’t know how to 
actually make that party change jack shit 
right now? Right now, Rosa’s party is a 
spectacle of the past, using language 
from a previous era.

The project of criti cal refl ecti on and 
creati ng new forms of organising must 
be ongoing, and to this end, more week-
ends at Camp Eureka will be organised in 
the near future. To fi nd out more, email 
communityunionweekends@gmail.com

“More than 94% of Victorian prisoners 
have not completed primary or secondary 
school...”
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Those judgements are then put into 
acti on by working directly with their 
fellows, educati ng and helping others 
develop the tools to help themselves 
deal with their social disadvantage, and 
through advocati ng for those who can’t 
do it for themselves. I focus on long-
term prisoners because short-term 
prisoners, who are in the majority, do 
not have the ti me or stability of prison 
placement to undertake educati on since 
they are being pushed frompillar to post 
through the processes of the criminal 
justi ce system. The vast majority of 
prisoners have no politi cal 

awareness, so that most could not 
arti culate the theoreti cal deference 
between the Left  and the Right, nor 
does the jussive system allow them to 
develop such an awareness. The sense 
of command or order in ‘jussive’ makes 
this a bett er word choice than ‘justi ce’ 
in the situati on of the prison, since its 
perpetual failure, the dead heart of 
criminal law, does not provide justi ce 
for anyone – not for the prisioner who 
experiences the system in terms of a 
criminal-like modality of might is right, 
and not for the victi ms who feel their 
personal suff ering has been abstracted 
into meaningless legalese that fails to 
address the personal hurt they have 
experienced – and it does not sati sfy 
the need for moral accountability in 
cases of crimes against the person.

  The few prisoners who work around 
issues of teaching their fellows to read 
and write, distributi ng important books, 
educati ng and empowering others with 
informati on about the law and the prison 
system so they can defend themselves, 
become politi cised as such acti vity is 
opposed by prison authoriti es. As an 
example, in my experience prison staff  

will oft en not act on their own policies 
and facilitate access to the documents 
needed to get a prisoner on the public 
housing waiti ng list, or to establish a 
bank account, or obtain a Medicare 
card. When a prisoner steps forward 
with a copy of the policy obtained under 
Freedom of Informati on and advocates 
that the prison staff  do their duty, the 
prisoner is seen as a troublemaker, as 
‘being politi cal’. On the more public 
level acti viti es like court acti ons which 
expose the non-existence of human 
rights, eff orts to ensure protecti on for 
prisoners, writi ng journal arti cles 

which analyse the life-threatening 
consequences of legal and politi cal 
prison policies, and the producti on 
of insider informati on that is used 
in community educati on projects by 
acti vists on the outside, all serve to 
‘politi cise’ a prisoner who is acti ng in 
this way.

 Dylan Rodrigues argues that 
long-term prisoners are ‘confronted 
with the dilemma of how to foster 
substanti ve politi cal, intellectual, 
and personal connecti ons to politi cal 
affi  liates and loved ones in civil society’. 
The politi cal prrisoner responds to 
this dilemma by appropriati ng ‘their 
conditi ons of confi nement to generate a 
body of social thought that antagonizes 
and potenti ally disrupts the structuring 
logic of their own civic and social death’. 
So when advocati ng for other prisoners 
from within the framework of the law 
and the prison’s own policies, when 
publishing on subjects including law, 
human rights and social justi ce issues, 
such a prisoner is resisti ng in a way that 
is co-opti ng the structuring logic of their 
own imprisonment which has denied 
them a legiti mate place in the polity, 

and there can no more of a politi cal act 
than that.

     The politi cal branches of the 
government understand the politi cs of 
resistance in prisons and it responds 
in turn by establishing and then 
overseeing, the management of those 
on a ‘Politi cal List’. But few people in 
the mainstream Left  in Australia know 
anything about this and other such 
moves around the country. In Victoria, 
as an example, a special unit called the 
Major Off enders Unit (MOU) has been 
established to respond to the concerns 
of the politi cal branches of government 
in relati on to a certain class of prisoner. 

    Few prisoners are on the MOU list 
solely because of the politi cal way which 
they conduct themselves, and the State 
can always make the argument that 
inclusion on the list is about the off ence 
committ ed, just as they can argue 
against the very concept of a ‘politi cal 
prisoner’. 

 I am on the list but my co-
off ender, who was found to be the 
principal off ender, and who received 
a much harsher sentence for his 
heightened culpability for the crime we 
committ ed, is not. My co-off ender does 
not conduct himself in the way that I 
have described above, in fact he does 
the very opposite. 

The MOU micro-manages all aspects 
of the imprisonment,parole, and 
community correcti ons involvement 
of ‘prisoners who represent a danger 
to the State’ down to the minuti a of 
issues like the ‘access to programs, 

educati onal courses, cell property, 
computers, employment, including 
community work sites and interacti ve 
acti viti es’, and then of providing 
‘Ministerial Briefi ngs and possible 
Parliamental Questi ons pertaining to 
these off enders’. Micro-management 
is like a death by a thousand cuts. It is 
not obviously persecuti on, and no one 
cut is fatal, but the end result is clear 
enough.

 From the isolated site of 
my resistance I see that aft er being 
alienated by educati onal and economic 
disadvantage, prisoners are further 
abandoned when so few of the socially 
progressive Left  in Australia are doing 
anything to address the disadvantage 
they have suff ered, or supporti ng the 
work of the few politi cal prisoners 
who are resisti ng the unequal power 
relati ons and exposing the failings of 
the public policy system that conceils 
its failure from view behind the high 
walls of the prison system.

This arti cle was fi rst published in Arena 
Magazine, Number 98, Dec-Jan 2008-2009, 
and has been republished in Wai, aft er 
eliciti ng the response of only one acti vist 
in Australia. Craig Minogue has survived in 
prison since 1986. Completi ng a BA(Hons) 
in 2005, he is now working on his PhD in 
Applied Ethics. Craig welcomes lett ers.

Craig Minogue

P.O. Box 273, Corio

Victoria, 3214

long-term prisoners are ‘confronted with the 
dilemma of how to foster substanti ve politi cal, 
intellectual, and personal connecti ons to politi cal 
affi  liates and loved ones in civil society’.

“Prisoners live in the face 
of conditi ons of totality 
and unequal power 
relati ons that cannot be 
imagined by any person 
who is not confronted with 
life-threatening levels of 
force every moment of 
their existence.”

On June 16, the Queensland Court of Appeal 
ruled that the 2006 fi ndings of Queensland 
Acti ng State Coroner Christi ne Clements be set 
aside, and that the inquest into the 2004 death 
in custody on Palm Island be reopened. Another 
coroner has been appointed to re-examine the 
fi ndings. 

In October 2006, Clements found that the 
Offi  cer-in-charge of Palm Island police stati on, 
Chris Hurley, had repeatedly punched Mulrinji 
Doomadgee while he was lying on the fl oor of 
the cop shop, and that those punches caused 
fatal injuries to the victi m. However, the court 
decided that it was not open to the coroner 
on the evidence provided at the inquest to 
determine that the punches caused the death. 
“Undisputed medical evidence” provided to the 
inquest suggested that “severe compressive 
force” was needed to cause the fatal injuries, 
and that Hurley – despite his 2m frame – could 
not have applied that sort of force merely from 
punching the victi m. 

Hurley has always argued that he never even 
did that much. Right up unti l his trial for man-
slaughter, Hurley claimed that the deceased 
had simply tripped up a single step into the 
police stati on and fallen onto a fl at fl oor. Hurley 
claimed he had fallen beside him. Noone has 
ever been able to explain how that might have 
caused an otherwise healthy 36 year old man to 
sustain such extreme injuries as ripping apart 

internal organs  – especially the kind of injuries 
that the court says repeated punching in the 
stomach would not even have been able to 
cause.  The fundamental issue is about whether 
or not Hurley is found to be culpable for causing 
the death, a claim which Queensland Police and 
the Police Union have repeatedly denied. A civil 
acti on against Hurley by the Doomadgee family 
rests on the ulti mate fi ndings of the inquest.

This is, however, no victory for Hurley, parti cu-
larly when noti ng what has not been disputed.

What’s not being contest is that Mulrinji 
Doomadgee, a man with no prior history with 
Palm Island police, had simply chipped a black 
police liaison offi  cer for assisti ng in the arrest of 
an Aboriginal person. He was warned to move 
on, and did so, but for reasons known only to 
Hurley, he decided to arrest Mulrinji anyway. 
Within an hour, he was dead.

What’s not being contested is that the injuries 
infl icted on the deceased were staggering – his 
liver was “almost cleaved in two”, his spleen 
had been ruptured, his portal vein was torn, 
four of his ribs were broken, and he suff ered a 
number of abrasions to his scalp. (all suppos-
edly from this “fall onto fl at ground”).

What’s not being contested is that while Mul-
rinji lay dying in the watchhouse, writhing and 
screaming in pain, noone came to his aide. He 

died on the fl oor of a police cell while another 
Indigenous man (who has since taken his own 
life) tried to comfort and console him as he bled 
to death from massive internal injuries.

What’s not being contested is that Hurley 
didn’t even have the courage to tell the family 
that their husband, father, son was deceased – 
when they arrived at the police stati on later in 
the day to visit, Hurley told them that he was 
too busy to let them see their relati ve, and to 
come back later. 

What’s not being contested is that three days 
before the resumpti on of the inquest in 2006, 
Mulrinji’s soon took his own life. 

What’s not being contested is that Queensland 
Police conducted a woeful police investi ga-
ti on into the death; that Hurley drank beers 
with investi gati ng police (including an offi  cer 
from the Ethical Standards Command, there to 
ensure everything was “above board”)only a 
few hours aft er the death; that police neglected 
to menti on to the pathologist conducti ng the 
autopsy that there was an allegati on of assault 
of Mulrunji by Hurley from an Aboriginal wit-
ness in the watch house at the ti me; that Hurley 
had run over an Aboriginal woman in a police 
vehicle six months earlier; that the only people 
ever punished aft er the death in custody have 
been Aboriginal people, with dozens jailed over 
the uprising that followed Mulrunji’s death.

What’s not being contested is that numerous 
Aboriginal people were tasered during the 
arrests following the uprising, while police 
including at least one of those accused of en-
gaging in a cover-up of the death were awarded 
bravery medals for their service on Palm during 
the uprising. The extent of their injuries was a 
bruised hip.

What’s not being contested is that Chris Hurley 
successfully obtained a $100,000 ex-grati a pay-
ment from Queensland Police to compensate 
him for his losses in the uprising.

What’s not being contested is that he was also 
allowed to take leave with full pay for months 
while awaiti ng trial for manslaughter (he was 
acquitt ed). He has since been moved to the 
Gold Coast and the last I heard was serving as 
an Acti ng Inspector (a promoti on in rank).

And ulti mately, of course, what’s not being con-
tested is that Chris Hurley killed Mulrinji.

What we all want to know is how he did it.

(from Crikey, writt en by Chris Graham)

palm island inquesT reopened



The following is a list of campaigns that are always 
in need of donations. You support however small is 
greatly appreciated.

SWST- Still Wild Still Threatened, since 2006 SWST 
have been campaigning for the protection of Tasma-
nia’s forests demanding an end to Gunns destruction 
of these pristine environments
Account name: Tasmanias Southern Forests
BSB #: 737001.
Account #: 704815.

IRAG- Intervention Rollback action Group is a group 
of indigenous and non-indigenous people based in 
Mpartnwe/Alice Springs demanding an end to  the NT 
intervention. Since inception they have been working 
around the region recording stories and organsing 
meetings.
Account Name:      Intervention Rollback Action 
Group
BSB No:                  633 000
Account No:           134157049
advise by email (rollbacktheintervention@gmail.com) 
when you make a deposit so we can track (and thank) 
all donors

ANFA- Australia Nuclear Free Alliance, an alliance 
of black and gren groups working to end the nuclear 
industry in Australia. Formed in 97 during the Jabiluka 
campaign ANFA holds meetings yearly were TO’s from 
around the country come to share and talk about 
the effects uranium industry is having on country. All 
funds raised go towards this meeting. Currently ANFA 
is re-structuring and all cheques or money orders of 
donation should be sent to:
Friends of the Earth (FOE)
PO Box 222, Fitzroy, Vic 3065.
please make sure in the accompanying note you let 
FOE knows its for ANFA.

ASRC- Asylum Seekers Resource Centre, is the larg-
est provider of aid, advocacy and health services for 
asylum seekers in Australia. They work directly with 
asylum seekers, both living in the community and de-
tention, to provide direct aid and support as they seek 
refugee status in Australia. From campaign support 
to food and housing aids ASRC are always looking for 
finacial and goods to ease the stress on aslyum seek-
ers. To donate get in touch with the ASRC at www.
asrc.org or call the ASRC at 03 9326 6066.

G20 arrestee Solidarity Network, is a network to 
support people who were arrested following the G20 
protests in November 2006. A number of people are 
still facing trial, set for the middle of 2009. Others are 
currently undertaking community service orders and 
suspended sentences. All arrestees are facing or have 
been given excessive fines to the degree of thousands 
of dollars, as well as massive legal fees for those that 
do not qualify for legal aid. Please donate to: G20 
Arrestee Solidarity Network , cuscau2sxxx (only 
if transferring from overseas), BSB 803-143, A/C 
number: 13291 (all transfers).

Lex Wotton Support Fund, Lex Wotton is a Palm 
Island resident convicted for participation in the 2004 
uprising on the Island in response to police murder of 
Mulrinji Doomadgee in custody. While his murderer 
was subsequently acquitted of charges, promoted, 
and given $100,000 compensation, Lex Wotton was 
sentenced to six years jail, with a minimum of two 
years non-parole. Funds are needed to help his family 
with travel costs from Palm Island to Townsville for 
prison visits, for phone cards for Lex to call home, as 
well as to help Lex meet everyday needs in jail Bank 
account details: Melbourne University Credit Union 
Limited,  Account name: Free Lex Wotton
A/C number: 13441, 
BSB 803-143.

Wai, each issue of Wai costs $1800 to print and dis-
tribute around the country. We greatly appreciate any 
donation however small. It all helps spread the word 
of news about the changes needed in this world. 
Donations can be made to:
BSB: 633-000
Account Name: Wai Quarterly
Account Number: 135 225 514

To list campaigns and support funds in this 
column for the next issue, please email 
waiquarterly@gmail.com.

DONATIONS

RESOURCES
Radio
3CR Melbourne community radio, 
855AM
3KND Koori radio Melbourne, 1503AM
2NLD Koori radio, Sydney, 93.7FM,
2SE, Sydney, FM, 
CAAMA Central Australian Aboriginal 
Media Association, 100.5FM
8CCC Alice Springs Community Radio, 
102.1FM
4ZZZ Brisbane community radio, 
102.1FM 
4AAA Indigenous radio Brisbane, 
98.9FM
4K1G Too Deadly, Indigenous radio 
North Queensland, 107.1FM
8KNB Radio Larrakia, Larrakia Nation 
NT, 94.5FM
Yolgnu Radio, Darwin/Gove NT
RTR Perth Indymedia Radical Radio, 
Wednesdays 7-8pm, 92.1FM

Books, Zines, Newspapers
Mutiny zine, http://www.jura.org.au/mutiny
As the World Burns: 50 Simple Things You 
Can Do to Stay in Denial, Derrick Jensen.
Koori Mail, http://www.koorimail.com/
National Indigenous Times, www.nit.com.au
Tasmanainatimes, www.tasmaniantimes.
com.au

Internet
General Resources
Activist Rights, 
http://www.activistrights.org.au/
Australian anarchist network and resource, 
www.anarchy.org.au
Anarchist resource, links, library, 
http://www.infoshop.org/
Beating Hearts Press, 
http://www.beatingheartspress.com
Friends of the Earth http://www.foe.org.au/
A World Without Sexual Assault, 

www.worldwithout.org
Desert Knowledge Centre 
www.desertknowledge.com.au
Global voices, www.globalvoices.org
Permaculture http://www.permaculture.org
Australian bush food and native medicine 
forum, http://www.bushfood.net/
New Community quarterly www.newcq.org

Media 
Indymedia, www.indymedia.org.au
www.melbourne.indymedia.org
www.sydney.indymedia.org.au
www.perth.indymedia.org
www.tasmedia.org
Engage media, www.engagemedia.org
New Matilda, www.newmatilda.org
Arena, www.arena
Overland, www.
Solidarity, www.solidarity.org

Climate Action
Rising Tide Grassroots Climate Action, 
www.risingtide.org.au
Step It Up Australia, Climate Action, 
http://stepitupaustralia.wordpress.com
Whosepower, 
http://whosepower.wordpress.com
Hepburn Renewable Energy Association, 
www.hrea.org

Climate Science
Climate Code Red, 
http://climatered.blogpsot.com
Beyond Zero Emissions, 
www.beyondzeroemissions.org
Zero Emissions Network, 
www.zeroemissionsnetwork.org
Energy Bulletin, www.energybulletin.net

Indigenous 
Kooriweb, Voices for Black Australia, 
http://www.kooriweb.org/
Intervention Rollback Action Group, 
http://rollbacktheintervention.wordpress.com
Songlines, http://www.songlines.org
Indigenous Community News Network, 
http:www.icnn.org
Kokatha Mula, 
http://www.kokathamula.auspics.org.au/

Nuclear
Anti-Nuclear Australia, http://antinuclear.net/
Beyond Nuclear Initiative, 
http://beyondnucleariniative.wordpress.com
Nuclear Free Australia, 
http://www.nukefreeaus.org
Beyond Nuclear, 
http://www.beyondnuclear.org
Nuclear Territory News, 
http://www.ntne.ws/breaking.php
Nuclear 

Mining
Mineral Policy Institute www.mpi.org.au
Save Lake Cowal,
 http://www.savelakecowal.org/
Handsoffcountry, 
http://handsoffcountry.blogspot.com

Forests
Huon Valley Enivronment Centre, 
www.huon.org
Still Wild Still Threatened, 
www.myspace.com/stillwildstillthreatened
Gippsland Environment Centre, 
www.geco.org.au
Central Highland Alliance, www.tcha.org.au
Save our Red Gums, www.saveredgum.org.

Blogs
Uriohau anti-colonial and anti-capitalist blog, 
http://uriohau.blogspot.com/
Slack Bastard, 
www.slackbastard.wordpress.com
Eat the Suburbs, 
http://www.eatthesuburbs.org/
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Christmas Island no place to detain children

words: from amnesty international
pictures and descriptions: Pamela 
Curr, originally published on Crikey 
on 19th August 2008

This morning, dozens of children 
- under the watchful eye of the 
Australian Government - were 
escorted to school by guards. This 
evening the children will return 
to a fenced facility on a remote 
island and do their homework in 
demountable buildings, while they 
ponder their plight. Sound like fic-
tion?

Sadly, there are families and 
children on Christmas Island who 
experience this heartbreak daily. 

When I visited the new Christmas 
Island Detention Centre last year I 
was horrified to see the prison-like 
conditions that people applying for 
asylum in Australia must live in. We 

were told that children would not 
be detained in the new detention 
centre. What we have discovered 
is that the alternative detention ar-
rangements for the 68 children, in-
cluding 41 unaccompanied minors 
held on the island are little better, 
and in many respects worse. 

Please stand with us and call 
on the Government to end this 
shameful treatment and remove all 
detained children from Christmas 
Island. 

The “alternative” detention arr

angements are inappropriate for 
even the briefest period. A fenced-
in facility which currently holds 
the 68 children consists mostly of 
metal, concrete and gravel, tiny 
demountable buildings, with small 
claustrophobic bedrooms. The chil-
dren are under guard and not free 
to leave the fenced perimeter of 
the facilities. This is unacceptable 
-- if children were detained under 
these conditions on the mainland 
there would be outrage in the Aus-
tralian community. 

No child seeking asylum should 
be detained on Christmas Island. 
Please take action now by sending 
a prepared letter, or your own, to 
Senator Chris Evans, the Minister 
for Immigration and Citizenship, 

from http://www.amnesty.org.
au/action/action/21112/?&utm_
source=refwk&utm_med...

For a report by Pamela Curr from 
the Aslyum Seekers Resource Cen-
tre in Melbourne on her tour of 
Christmas Islandcheck out: www.
crikey.com.au/2008/08/19/
inside-the-christmas-island-
detention-centre/

Isolation cells are located in Red Com-
pound. When I asked if these were for 
mentally ill people, I was told “No — it 
is for behaviour management”. To al-
low detainees fresh air the architects 
have designed “break-out” cages. 
These have steel grill sides and top on 
a concrete base. Here someone can 
enjoy their out of isolation time or in 
an alternative area with steel tables 
and seats bolted to the floor. Guan-
tanamo had similar cages:



Upcoming Events

jULY

6TH-26TH peaCe ConvergenCe/
operaTion Tailsman sabre, 
sHoalwaTer bay qld

Up to 30,000 US and Australian 
troops will be practicing bombing, 
landing and raiding at Shoalwater 
Bay in Central Queensland - just north 
of Rockhampton - in the NT and in 
WA as part of Australia - US Joint 
Military Exercises Operation Talisman 
Sabre 2009 from JULY 6 – 26 this year.

The Peace Convergence is calling for 
peace action to take place through-
out the war games in the Shoalwater 
region, throughout Queensland and 
around Australia. Join us in saying 
NO! to the practicing and waging of 
war.

for more detail check out: 
www.peaceconvergence.com

friday 10TH july 12.30pm To 
1.30pm sHell and CHevron 
perTH offiCes (same building)
250 sT georges TCe
perTH

Shell and Chevron are two of the of 
the Browse Joint Venture partners 
(with Woodside, BHP Billiton, and BP) 
interested in the proposed gas indus-
trial site at James Price Point, 50km 
north of Broome.

Now is a critical time to remind the 
State Government, Chevron, Shell 
and the other joint venture partners, 
that fossil fuel industrialisation of the 
Kimberley coast is unacceptable and 
the community will put their hands 
up and oppose this destruction.

more details can be found at:
www.wilderness.org.au/kimberly

arT from TrasH 2009
16-26 july long gallery, 
salamanCa arT CenTre, HobarT
(tipshop) Art from Trash is on again!
Unique and original art made from 
recycled, salvaged, and scavenged 
trash will be on show, replete with 
witty and sly visual comment! 

22ND-23RD ausTralia’s glob-
al uranium forum, 
esplanade HoTel, fremanTle
This event will see speakers from 
companies exploring for uranium hob 
nobbing it with Government mem-
bers from WA and NT. Good chance 
to shut and yell and tell them that the 
only and safest place for uranium is 
where it lies: IN THE GROUND!

30 jul 2009 - 19:30 
melbourne indymedia film 
nigHT: THe THin green line 
melbourne
 
31sT CriTiCal massive
5.15pm aliCe springs Town 
lawns
Come with your bike, your signs, your 
t-shirt/ banners and make a visual 
spectacle telling the residents and 
passerbys that alice DOES NOT want 
a uranium mine above it’s water 
catchment!

30TH-1sT aug alp naTion-
al ConferenCe
This bi-annual event is happening 
again in Sydney this year. With 2010 
an election year this conference is 
a chance to voice your anger at the 
Rudd Government and hopefully get 
some changes into  the National La-
bour Platform that will be carried into 
the elections.

augusT

28THCriTiCal massive
5.15pm aliCe springs Town 
lawns
Come with your bike, your signs, your 
t-shirt/ banners and make a visual 
spectacle telling the residents and 
passerbys that alice DOES NOT want 
a uranium mine above it’s water 
catchment!

sepTember

is prison obseleTe? Confer-
enCe, 2, 3 & 4 sepTember, 
2009, brisbane
A conference addressing the crucial 
issues relating to the criminalisation 
of woemn, their experience of prison 
and post-release. Speakers Include; 
Angela Y. Davis, Gina Dent, Jackie 
Higgins, Debbie Kilroy, Jacqui Katona, 
Christine Christopherson.
more info can be find at:
www.sistersinside.com.au/confer-

ence2009.htm

5TH and 6TH ANFA GENERAL 
MEETING
ANFA is a meeting for indigenous 
and green groups to get together 
and talk of all aspects of the uranium 
industry as it effects communities and 
countries across Australia. this years 
meeting is taking place at the Quorn 
Outdoor Education Centre. Keep on 
eye out on the September issue of 
Wai for a report on the conference, 
including statement and stories of the 
impact of 

19TH sepTember susTainable 
living fair, olive pink gar-
dens, aliCe springs
As part of 2009 Desert Festival in Al-
ice Springs A Sustainable Living Fair is 
being held at the OPlive Pink Botani-
cal Gardens. The fair will have work-
shops and stalls from organisations 
such as Solar City, Arid Lands Environ-
ment Centre, Cool Mob, and the Alice 
Springs Climate Action group will be 
attending this day long event. It’ll be 
a day long event with plenty to learn 
and do throughout the spring day.

to get help get in touch by emailing: 
coordinator@alec.org.au

28TH-5THoCT kokaTHa mula 
roCkHole reCovery Trip, Ce-
duna, sa
The second rockhole trip takes place 
this year in the last week of Septem-
ber. Join Kokatha Mula Elders and 
Traditional Owners Sue Haseldine in 
four wheel cleaning the rockholes of 
the Western Mallee. for more details 
and to book your place on the tour 
get in touch with 

susTainable sepTember 
A month of demonstrating sustain-
ability in action in all it’s many shapes 
and sizes, especially celebrating all 
people who continue to make it hap-
pen despite the limitations. SS is an 
annual action (6th!) that encourages 
sustaianable events, education and 
fun through a Calendar of Events on 
www.sustainableseptember.net.au 
which is promoted using smoke & 
mirrors. All sustainable action wel-
come.

Co-convened by Robyn Williams, POV 
Communication for Sustainability & 
WA Collaboration for Sustainability, 
a coalition of peak NGOs (WACOSS, 
Council of Churches, Unions WA, 
Conservation Council, Ethnic Commu-
nities Council). 

for more details contact Robyn on 
0424 587 262 or pov@iinet.net.au

Food Not Bombs 
and Infoshops
Newcastle
Kumera Soupie – Meat, Veggie and 
Vegan meals
Currently moving to new venue, but 
available to cater events. To contact, 
visit office at the Octapod.

Melbourne
Irene Warehouse, 5 Pitt St, East 
Brunswick. Community arts space, 
recording studios, circus space.

Food Not Bombs
Monday lunch: 1pm, Brunswick St 
Monday dinner: 7:30pm, Western 
Bulldogs oval, Footscray.
Tuesday dinner: 7:30pm cnr Brunswick 
and Gertrude Sts, Fitzroy
Sunday dinner: 6pm, at Loophole 
Community Centre, 834a High St, 
Thornbury

Barricade Books and Infoshop, A-Space, 
62 St Georges Rd, Northcote. Open 
2-6pm, Friday, Saturday, Monday, www.
barricade.org.au

Friends of the Earth shop, food co-
op, activist space, 312 Smith St, 
Collingwood, www.foe.org.au

Sydney
Black Rose Anarchist Bookshop, 22 
Enmore Rd, Newtown, blackrosebooks.
org/

Jura Bookshop, Library and Food Co-op, 
440 Parramatta Rd, Petersham. http://
www.jura.org.au/

Brisbane
Food Not Bombs
Friday, 7:30pm, People’s Park opposite 
the lizard, West End

Friends of the Earth, 294 Montague Rd, 
West End, www.brisbane.foe.org.au

Darwin
Environment Centre NT, 3/98 Woods St, 
Darwin, http://www.ecnt.org
Environment Hub, Rapid Creek Business 
Centre, Rapid Creek, 42 Trower Rd

Alice Springs
Arid Lands Environment Centre, Shop 17, 
John Cumming Todd Plaza, Todd Mall, 
www.alec.org.au

Food Not Bombs, 6pm Sundays, 
Courthouse Lawns

Western Australia
Fern- Fremantle Envirnoment Resource 
Network, 
Cityfarm, 1 Cityfarm place East Perth
Southwestern Envirnoment centre, 
Bunbury

Canberra
Aboriginal Tent Embassy, Old Parliament 
House Lawns

Adelaide
Food Not Bombs, Saturdays 6pm, 
Hindmarsh Square, cnr Pultney St and 
Currie St, CBD

Friends of the Earth Adelaide, c/- 
Conservation Council of SA, Level 1, 157 
Franklin St, CBD, www.adelaide.foe.
org.au

Tasmania
Upper Florentine Forest Blockade, 
Gordon River Rd, Upper Florentine 
Valley
Food Not Bombs Hobart, Tuesdays 6pm, 
Franklin Square, CBD
Huon Environment Centre, 3/17 Wilmot 
Road, Huonville, http://www.huon.org/

Want to add an infoshop or soup kitchen 
in your area? Email waiquarterly@gmail.
com.
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Baring it all to stop the gas plant in the 
Kimberlies


